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Abstract

Understanding and Reducing Bias among Political and Social Elites

by

Joshua L. Kalla

Doctor of Philosophy in Political Science

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Jasjeet Sekhon, Chair

This dissertation considers the biases that exist in the American political system. The
first chapter presents a field experiment on the under-representation of women and people of
color in American politics, finding that politicians may condition responsiveness and help-
fulness on the ethnicity of their constituents, but not the gender of their constituents. The
second chapter conducts a field experiment to study whether state legislators are responsive
to public opinion and finds that most state legislators do not care about learning public
opinion and therefore mis-perceive what their constituents believe. The final chapter then
studies pediatricians and whether their incentives may explain low vaccination rates.
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Chapter 1

Are You My Mentor? A Field
Experiment on Gender, Ethnicity, and
Political Self-Starters

Do public officials respond unequally to requests for career advice? Through a
correspondence experiment with 8,189 officials, we examine whether (hypothet-
ical) male and female students who express interest in political careers receive
differential responses from public officials. We report three striking findings.
First, emails sent by female students were more likely to receive a response than
those sent by male students, especially when the official was male. Second, the
responses that women received were as likely to be long, thoughtful, and contain
an offer of help as those to men. Third, there were no partisan differences in
responsiveness to male or female senders. Examining senders with Hispanic last
names bolsters the results: Hispanic senders, especially men, were less likely to
receive a quality response than non-Hispanic senders. Thus, politicians may con-
dition responsiveness and helpfulness on the ethnicity of constituents, but women
who are self-starters in search of advice receive equal treatment.

A substantial body of research on the persistent under-representation of women in Amer-
ican politics has found gendered differences in the decision to run for office.1 Men are more

1This paper is coauthored with Frances Rosenbluth and Dawn Langan Teele. This paper is published
as (J. Kalla, Rosenbluth, and D. L. Teele 2018). Data and supporting materials necessary to reproduce
the numerical results in the article are available in the JOP Dataverse (https://dataverse.harvard.edu/
dataverse/jop). An online appendix with supplementary material is available at http://dx.doi.org/

10.1086/693984. This research was approved by the University of California, Berkeley Committee for
Protection of Human Subjects (CPHS Protocol no. 2014-09-6668). Support for this research was provided
by the Yale University Institution for Social and Policy Studies and the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. We
would like to thank Kathleen Christiansen, Kira Sanbonmatsu, Monica Schneider, Jessica Preece, Don Green,
Guy Grossman, Dan Butler, Jennifer Lawless, Rachel Silbermann, Peter Aronow, and David Broockman for
helpful suggestions and support. Thanks, too, to Anika Steig, Caitlin Purdome, Catherine Wall, Daniel Yu,
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likely to voice interest in holding public office from a young age and are often “self-starters”
in the path to a political career, while women more frequently require active recruitment
before running (Carroll and Sanbonmatsu 2012; Carroll and Sanbonmatsu 2013; Fox and
Lawless 2004; Fox and Lawless 2014; Lawless and Fox 2013). The extra nudge needed to
convert women into candidates is compounded by gender bias in party recruitment strategies;
even among qualified candidates, men are more likely to be actively recruited than women
(Lawless and Fox 2013). Add to this the additional external validation that women need
when considering entering a race (Fowler and McClure 1990), and the number of hurdles
toward equal representation ticks ever upward. These findings have sparked an important
line of inquiry into understanding how candidates are recruited and whether experimental
interventions such as signals of strategic and financial support from party elites may help
close the gender gap (Butler and Preece 2016; Preece and Stoddard 2015).

The focus on recruitment strategies and the psychological factors that dampen women’s
political ambition is crucial, but it has perhaps also turned us away from studying the
experiences and candidacies of women who are self-starters. A considerable number of women
do decide on their own to enter the political fray; among female mayors surveyed in 2008 in
the United States, one-third were complete self-starters (Carroll and Sanbonmatsu 2012), and
over one-fifth of US female state legislators report having sought office entirely on their own
without being actively recruited (Carroll and Sanbonmatsu 2013). This means that among
women who actually attain an elective office, upward of 20% did not need an external nudge.
Does this type of aspirant receive similar informal cues about her career choice as men? Or
does gender condition the reception of more ambitious women in a way that mirrors the
gendered recruitment and socialization processes more generally?

We approach these questions using a field experiment designed to test whether, when
women express an interest in politics, they are less likely to receive helpful and enthusiastic
responses than men. Although race and ethnicity have been key concerns in experimental
studies of constituents’ access to public servants, we know of no other experimental study
that is primarily concerned with how gender influences interactions with public officials.2

However, one highly powered experiment that looks at these issues in the pipeline to Ph.D.
programs finds a large bias in favor of white male students (Milkman, Akinola, and Chugh
2015), leading to a hypothesis that female political self-starters may also face discrimination
in their attempts to learn about political careers. We conceive of early email correspondence
as a type of “micro”- mentorship where even a small act of encouragement can teach an
aspirant about the profession and provide cues about whether he or she will be welcome.

In our correspondence experiment (sometimes called an audit experiment), which entailed
sending emails to 8,189 officials in the United States, hypothetical students expressed an
interest in politics and asked officials for information on how to start down a political career
path.3 We ask whether officials are less responsive to female students that reach out to them

Elisabeth Bernabe, Grant Kopplin, Irene Chung, Karen Lazcano, Radu Simeon, Sandy Wongwaiwate, and
Yasmine Di-Giulio, for research assistance.

2(White, Nathan, and Faller 2015) note that most audit studies rely only on male names.
3We preregistered hypotheses by the gender, party, office type (local vs. state) and state-level profession-
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for advice. Across our analyses, we find the arresting result that if anything, female students
were more likely to receive responses and advice for pursuing political careers than men.

The incredibly thoughtful emails written by officials to students of different genders
suggest that to the extent that gender bias exists in the political pipeline, it does not crop up
at this early stage of political interest. On the other hand, examining senders with Hispanic
last names shows that Hispanics, especially men, were less likely to receive a quality response
than non-Hispanic senders. Thus, politicians may condition access and helpfulness on the
ethnicity of constituents, but women who are self-starters are not disadvantaged.

1.1 Experimental Design

Using information supplied by the New Organizing Institute, we constructed a database of
elected and appointed officials at all levels of government in the United States (city, county,
and state) that included the email addresses and basic demographic characteristics of 8,189
officials. Since staff may be responsible for communication, the unit of analysis is the email
address of an official rather than the officials themselves. Figure 1.1 displays the text of the
email. Officials were told that the sender was a student working on a class project about
politicians’ career paths, that the sender is interested in becoming a politician, and they
were solicited for advice on how the student could become involved in politics. The email
senders name provided the only cue for gender.

Figure 1.1: Treatment wording.

The college student sender treatments, one male and one female, were assigned a “typical”
name drawn from Census and Social Security data. The most common male and female

alization of the legislator using Experiments in Governance and Politics (EGAP)s design registration form,
http://egap.org/registration-details/705.
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names, such as Jacob and Lauren, communicate the sex of the sender but are less obviously
tied to ethnicity or income. Table 1.3 provides a list of first and last names used. After
randomly combining gender-typical first names with common last names, we generated Gmail
accounts in the form: first.lastXXXX@gmail.com, where XXXX were four random digits.
The accounts were randomly assigned to send emails over one of two days, either a Sunday
or Monday in October 2014, with no follow-up requests thereafter. Because of the November
2014 election, this is a time when we might expect heightened responsiveness, although the
election could also place more time constraints on the officials.

In order to ensure that all treatment conditions were evenly distributed, we block ran-
domized by legislators’ gender and state. We then randomly assigned the sender’s gender
within each block. The first row in table 1.1 summarizes the experimental design, and ta-
ble 1.2 shows that there is balance across the experimental conditions of officials’ gender,
ethnicity, partisanship, local or national office, and whether the email bounced.

1.2 Results

Table 1.1 presents the main results. It considers the difference in response rates on eight
outcome variables based on whether the email sender was purportedly male or female. These
outcome variables include (1) receiving a reply, (2) receiving a meaningful response, (3)
receiving praise, (4) receiving an offer of help, (5) being warned against running, (6) receiving
substantive advice, (7) response length measured by the log word count, and (8) the character
count in the reply. Additional details on the coding of the dependent variables are presented
in table 1.5. Examples of “meaningful” responses are in the appendix.

In table 1.1 and throughout this section, all p-values and standard errors are based on
OLS regressions that control for strata fixed effects and cluster-robust standard errors. For
randomization, the strata were defined as a legislator’s gender and state. Standard errors
are clustered at the email account level. Importantly, for word and character count, a “no
reply” was coded as 0 to avoid post-treatment bias, meaning that the denominator is always
the total number of emails sent from a male or female address.

Contrary to expectations, we found no favoritism toward male students. The first de-
pendent variable in table 1.1 measures the difference in response rates to male and female
students. We expected that women would be less likely to receive a reply; however, there
are no differences across the sender’s gender. Moreover, women and men were as likely to
receive what our coding scheme deemed a “meaningful” responsewhich was not a “canned”
letter or a request for more information from the student; they were as likely to be praised
(5.2% of responses on average); they were as likely to be discouraged from running as male
senders (on average 1.2% of emails received a discouraging response); and they were as likely
to get substantive advice (7.7% of responses).

In fact, when gender differences occurred, female students were slightly more likely to be
encouraged than their male counterparts. In sum, 5% of female senders received an offer of
help from the legislator as opposed to 3% of male legislators (row 4). And the responses sent
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Treatment Male Sender Female Sender
Design: Emails by condition (N) 4,097 4,092
Dependent variable: p-value of diff.
1. Received reply 25% 27% .15
2. Meaningful response 11% 13% .47
3. Praised 5% 6% .17
4. Offer to help 3% 5% .09
5. Warned against running 1% 1.50% .14
6. Substantive advice 7% 8% .33
7. Log word count 1 1.1 .06
8. Character count 145 170 .04

Table 1.1: Treatment Effects by Dependent Variable
Note. All (two-tailed) p-values estimate the effect of the gender of the sender for different
replies. The p-values are based on OLS regressions that control for strata fixed effects and

cluster-robust standard errors. Strata were defined as gender and state of legislator for
randomization. Standard errors are clustered at the email account level. Nonresponses are

included in the denominators.

to women tended to be longer over all (rows 7 and 8). In three of eight outcomes, women
were more likely to be encouraged. This share is larger than what is likely to have happened
by chance, implying that overall, when given an opportunity for informal networking and
communication, politicians are not less supportive of women.

1.3 Study-group heterogeneity

To see whether these overall results mask differences across officials, we investigate responses
for several subgroups. First, we calculate response rates based on the gender associated
with the officials email account. Table 1.6 shows that emails sent to male legislators drive
most of the increased response rate to female students. Across both sender genders, emails
sent to female legislators received responses 27% of the time. However, emails sent from
male accounts to male office holders received responses 24% of the time, while those sent
from female senders to male legislators received a response 27% of the time.4 Second, we
examined whether response rates varied based on the officials’ partisan affiliations. Despite
the presence of a US gender voting gap in a Democratic direction and a common association
of female politicians with liberal leanings (Sanbonmatsu and Dolan 2009), both Democratic
and Republican officials were around 2 percentage points more likely to reply to female than
male senders (see table 1.7 for full results). Finally, we consider the level of office held by

4Because we cannot be certain who within an office is replying to the emails, future research may wish
to conduct audit studies of legislative staff and examine how gender makeup and division of responsibilities
within the office varies by the gender of the politician.
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the official. In the database, 74% of the officials contacted served at the city or county level.
Overall, we find that state officials replied to 26% of emails while local officials replied to
27%. Across both groups of official, we continue to find that female senders were more likely
to receive helpful replies than male senders (see table 1.8).

1.4 Internal Validity

How credible is the pro-woman biasthe finding that women received preferential treatment?
The study is highly powered, with a sufficient number of emails sent (N = 8, 189) and
responses received (N = 2, 127) to detect differences in responses as small as two percentage
points. Nevertheless, social desirability bias could drive respondents (legislators or their
aides), especially those in male officials’ offices, to be particularly sensitive to inquiries by
women. One way to investigate this is by utilizing the fact that many common last names
have discernible Latin roots.5 Emails sent with the surnames Garcia, Hernandez, Martinez,
and Rodriguez (comprising 11% of the emails sent) were as likely to receive a reply as non-
Hispanic senders (24% vs. 26%, p = .3). However, table 1.9 shows that senders with Latinx
last names were less likely to receive a meaningful response, less likely to be encouraged to
run, and less likely to receive substantive advice.

When these findings are broken down by the gender of the Latinx sender, we find that
most of these differences stem from male senders (see table 1.10). Female senders with
nonethnic first names but Latinx surnames receive similar response rates across all seven
indicators while male senders with nonethnic first names but Latinx last names were given
less encouragement than men with nonethnic names. The effect of being a Latinx sender
is negative for both male and female students, but we did not find additive bias for being
female and Hispanic. The fact that we find differential patterns of response to senders with
Latinx last names increases our confidence that the findings of heightened responsiveness to
women are not simply an artifact of the method.

1.5 External Validity

There are three concerns for external validity. The first two have to do with the realism
of the experiment itself. If parties are the big recruiters, does it make sense to think of
correspondence with officials as an important factor in candidates decisions to run? Second,
would political aspirants, or even more narrowly, college students, actively seek advice from
office holders? As argued above, upward of 20% of women who hold mayoral or state
legislative office were self-starters, making the traditional recruitment process by parties
only one possible avenue for candidate emergence. Second, although women in general may
be less likely to contact political elites, this is probably not the case for political self-starters.

5This is a happy feature of choosing common surnames, not part of the registered design. We thank Don
Green for this suggestion.
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Hence it seems reasonable to assume at least some degree of early contact with officeholders
absent a prior connection.

A third concern for external validity is whether the findings are better understood as
speaking to the literature on elite access or constituency services. The emails did not imply
that the student was a constituent, and the content was often addressed to the micro-
mentorship question at hand: of all the emails sent, 37% of all replies received contained
either an offer of help or substantive advice on entering politics. In these responses, officials
were specifically discussing the path to politics, often drawing on their own experiences,
in ways more akin to the small acts of mentorship we describe above than run of the mill
constituency service. Moreover, if our treatments were interpreted as constituency service
we would have expected (1) that ethnic minorities would have received lower response rates
over all (Butler and Broockman 2011; White, Nathan, and Faller 2015), and (2) that female
legislators would be the most likely to reply because they do more constituency service. We
find that senders with Hispanic last names are as likely to receive a response as non-Hispanic
senders, but that the content of these responses is less thoughtful and helpful. So unlike in
the elite access literature, minorities have equal “access” here but are given less information
about how to pursue a political career. Second, we do not find that female legislators respond
more, again pushing against standard knowledge about constituency service.

1.6 Discussion

Our study finds that students who contact politicians for advice do not receive vastly different
attention based on their gender. In fact, there appears to be a small pro-woman bias in
small acts of mentorship by these officials. Taken at face value, this is encouraging, but in
closing we note that the vast majority of emails sent (74%) received no response. As recent
research suggests, men and women may interpret this “rejection” differently. If, as (London
et al. 2012) show, women are more easily discouraged, or, as (Butler and Preece 2016) find,
women place a lower probability on the likelihood that they will receive support than men,
then we can still make sense of women’s underrepresentation even in a world of positive
encouragement. On a more optimistic note, sharing these findings of pro-woman bias may
modify the narratives women consider when entering politics (Holman and Schneider 2018)
and increase the number of women that act as political self-starters.
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1.7 Appendix

Ethics

As experiments designed and implemented by political researchers have become increas-
ingly common, important questions have been raised about the conditions under which
these projects can be executed ethically. Because experiments are carried out in real world
settings, and because they are distinguished by an “intervention” as opposed to mere “ob-
servation”, experiments raise higher hurdles to guarantee the ethical treatment of human
subjects than traditional observational methods.6 In particular, there are four issues to
consider: the exploitation of vulnerable groups; risk to subjects and community; deception;
and consent. While the experiment is safely in ethical terrain on the first two issues (that
is, it does not place undue burden on vulnerable groups to be the subjects of study, and
poses minimal risk on the subjects and community at large), it does involve deception and
does not procure standard forms of informed consent. It is our belief that deception and
a lack of informed consent are ethically problematic when experiments are carried out on
vulnerable populations, when they carry risk to the participant, and when they have po-
tential community-level or downstream consequences after the experiment is completed. An
intervention of the sort described here, which asks elite leaders to help a student with a class
project, and to engage in communication that is on-par with the types of things that these
leaders do every day (i.e. answer emails) does not evince these concerns.

Estimation Procedures

In this section, we provide additional details on the estimation procedures used throughout
the main text. For each outcome in Table 1.1, the first two columns are the mean values
(e.g., the average number of respondents receiving a reply by the gender of the sender or
the mean character count of a received email). In the cases where no emails were received,
these outcomes are coded as 0, except for the log word count, which is coded as log(1). In
the third column, we report the p-value of the difference between columns 1 and 2. We
calculate this by regressing the dependent variable on an indicator of the treatment (male
or female) and strata-fixed effects. The strata used for randomization were the gender and
state of the legislator. Finally, we use cluster-robust standard errors at the level of the email
account because this was the level at which randomization was assigned and to account for
any idiosyncrasies specific to the email address. These cluster-robust standard errors are
then used to calculate the two-tailed p- values reported in Table 1.1.

Names Used for Email Accounts

The most common first (by gender) and last names were randomly assigned as well to
generate Gmail accounts in the form: first.lastXXXX@gmail.com, where XXXX were 4

6See (D. Teele 2014).
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Male Sender Female Sender
Female Legislator 32% 32%
Democratic Legislator 21% 23%
Republican Legislator 27% 26%
Local Official 74% 74%
White Legislator 87% 88%
% Bounced Email 4% 5%
N 4,097 4,092

Table 1.2: Experimental Balance

random digits.7

Masculine Names Feminine Names Last Names
Andrew, Brandon, Christo-
pher, Daniel, David, Ja-
cob, James, John, Joseph,
Joshua, Matthew, Michael,
Nicholas, Ryan, and Tyler

Amanda, Ashley, Brittany,
Elizabeth, Emily, Hannah,
Jessica, Kayla, Lauren,
Megan, Rachel, Saman-
tha, Sarah, Stephanie, and
Taylor

Allen, Anderson, Brown,
Clark, Davis, Garcia, Hall,
Harris, Hernandez, Jack-
son, Johnson, Jones, King,
Lee, Lewis, Martin, Mar-
tinez, Miller, Moore, Robin-
son, Rodriguez, Smith, Tay-
lor, Thomas, Thompson,
Walker, White, Williams,
Wilson, and Young

Table 1.3: List of Names Used for Email Accounts

Details of Coding Classifications

The PIs trained undergraduate research assistants to read and code the emails by answering
the list of questions in table 1.5. These coding questions were developed by the PIs’ close
readings of twelve randomly selected emails. The RAs were blind to the hypotheses being
tested. The RAs re-coded those same twelve emails to ensure consistency. The PIs then
reviewed these codings with the RAs and engaged in additional practice coding. For word
and character count, no reply was coded as 0 to avoid post-treatment bias.

To avoid biases in the coding, the PIs randomly assigned which RAs coded which email
accounts. 63% of the emails were coded by female RAs while 37% were coded by male RAs.

7First names came from the Social Security Administration’s list of most popular male and female names,
1994. http://www.ssa.gov/cgi-bin/popularnames.cgi. Last names came from the Frequently Occurring
Surnames from Census 1990. Available at http://www.census.gov/topics/population/genealogy/data/
1990_census/1990_census_na\%20mefiles.html..
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The below table shows that the manual coding did not meaningfully differ by the gender of
the RA. Note that only emails that received a reply were coded, hence the denominator for
each cell is different from that of other tables.

Female Coder Male Coder p-value (Effect of male vs.
female coder)

% Receiving Meaningful Re-
sponse

48% 43% 0.56

% Receiving Praise 20% 20% 0.91
% Receiving Offer to Help 17% 13% 0.18
% Warned Against Running 4% 6% 0.16
% Receiving Substantive
Advice

29% 30% 0.92

N 1,335 792

Table 1.4: Details of Coding Classifications: Gender of Coer
Note: The p-values are based on OLS regressions that control for cluster-robust standard

errors of the email account.

Subgroup heterogeneity
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Outcome Description
Receiving a reply Any non-bounceback sent from legislator’s account.
Receiving a meaningful re-
sponse

Qualitative assessment by coder that the email “contains
real content.”

Receiving praise Coded as either “Praises student for an interest in a po-
litical career” or a vague praises (e.g., “Good luck with
everything”, “hope this helps”).

Receiving an offer to help Coded as willing to meet, to talk on the phone, to email
further, or a general offer to follow-up (e.g., “If you have
any other specific questions, please let me know.”)

Being warned against run-
ning

Coded as containing an explicit statement not to run, an
encouragement to consider other career paths, or a warn-
ing of time commitment, work-life balance challenges,
the difficultly of finding time for family, the challenges
of fundraising, or the loss of privacy.

Receiving any advice Coded as containing either practical advice (e.g., moti-
vational advice, get a business job, go to law school, get
a different type of job, become involved in local com-
munity groups, attend local party or political meetings,
volunteer, get a mentor, fundraising advice, run for stu-
dent government, learn about the issues, get a good ed-
ucation, always put your values first, stay loyal to your
political party) or personality/image advice (e.g., always
have a professional appearance, have thick skin, learn to
be extroverted, learn to deal with conflict).

Table 1.5: Details of Coding Classifications
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Sent to Female Legislator Sent to Male Legislator
Male
Sender

Female
Sender

p-value
of diff.

Male
Sender

Female
Sender

p-value
of diff.

% Receiving
Reply

27% 27% .85 24% 27% 0.08

% Receiving
Meaningful
Response

12% 13% .67 11% 12% 0.42

% Receiving
Praise

7% 8% .42 4% 5% 0.11

% Receiving
Offer to Help

3% 5% .03 4% 5% 0.21

% Warned
Against Running

1.7% 1.5% .78 0.7% 1.4% 0.03

% Receiving
Substantive Advice

9% 9% .86 6% 8% 0.17

Log Word Count 1.18 1.20 .83 0.94 1.09 0.01
Character Count 199 209 .69 120 152 0.01
N 1,301 1,299 - 2,796 2,793 -

Table 1.6: Experimental Results by Gender of Legislator and Gender of Sender.
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Sent to Dem Legislator Sent to Rep Legislator
Male
Sender

Female
Sender

p-value
of diff.

Male
Sender

Female
Sender

p-value
of diff.

% Receiving
Reply

24% 26% .64 27% 28% .49

% Receiving
Meaningful
Response

9% 10% .60 12% 13% .75

% Receiving
Praise

3% 4% .47 5% 6% .47

% Receiving
Offer to Help

3% 4% .22 3% 6% .02

% Warned
Against Running

0.7% 1.2% .22 1.2% 1.9% .19

% Receiving
Substantive Advice

5% 6% .47 8% 8% .70

Log Word Count 0.93 1.02 .43 1.06 1.17 .27
Character Count 110 134 .12 147 174 .26
N 868 919 - 1,106 1,065 -

Table 1.7: Experimental Results by Party of Legislator and Gender of Sender.
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City Official State Official
Male
Sender

Female
Sender

p-value
of diff.

Male
Sender

Female
Sender

p-value
of diff.

% Receiving
Reply

24% 27% .07 27% 27% .95

% Receiving
Meaningful
Response

12% 13% .39 11% 11% .75

% Receiving
Praise

5% 7% .16 3% 4% .54

% Receiving
Offer to Help

4% 5% .26 3% 5% .03

% Warned
Against Running

1.1% 1.7% .19 0.7% 0.9% .41

% Receiving
Substantive Advice

8% 9% .27 5% 6% .67

Log Word Count 1.0 1.15 .02 1.04 1.04 .97
Character Count 155 187 .04 116 123 .75
N 3,021 3,014 - 1,076 1,078 -

Table 1.8: Experimental Results by Office Level of Legislator and Gender of Sender.

Non-Hispanic
Sender

Hispanic
Sender

p-value

N 7,307 882 -
% Receiving
Reply

26% 24% .27

% Receiving
Meaningful Response

13% 7% .06

% Receiving
Praise

6% 3% .03

% Receiving
Offer to Help

4% 2% .08

% Warned
Against Running

1.3% 0.7% .1

% Receiving
Substantive Advice

8% 4% .07

Log Word Count 1.08 0.97 .30
Character Count 160 135 .21

Table 1.9: Experimental Results by Latinx Sender.
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Male
Non-Latino

Male
Latino

p-value
of diff.

Female
Non-Latina

Female
Latina

p-value
of diff.

% Receiving
Reply

26% 21% .03 27% 27% .83

% Receiving
Meaningful
Response

12% 7% .11 13% 6% .23

% Receiving
Praise

5% 2% .02 6% 3% .24

% Receiving
Offer to Help

4% 2% .22 5% 2% .21

% Warned
Against Running

1.1% 0.6% .15 1.5% 0.8% .28

% Receiving
Substantive Advice

8% 5% .17 9% 4% .21

Log Word Count 1.03 0.83 .03 1.12 1.15 .80
Character Count 152 94 <.01 169 186 .43
N 3,607 490 - 3,700 392 -

Table 1.10: Experimental Results by Latinx and Gender of Sender.
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Examples of meaningful responses

The following were rated as meaningful responses:

From a Utah female official to a female student “Thanks for reaching out
and having some interest in political action. I’ll try to answer your questions and
then if you’d like more information I’d be happy to talk with you on the phone.
You could call my cell [. . . cut 220 words . . . ] My advice to someone like yourself
who really cares about your community and wants to lay the groundwork for
future political involvement is to find something you’re passionate about: zoning
laws, education, business regulation, potholes in your streets, or whatever it is.
Then start following that issue on the local, state, or federal level. Find others
with similar interests who can provide support and a platform for your voice.
You’ll find that numbers matter and your voice will be impactful on both an
individual level as you reach out to elected officials, but as well when you’ve joined
a larger group. Advocate and make your voice heard on the issues important to
you. Maybe consider becoming involved in someone’s campaign as a worker or
supporter so you can see what things look like from that angle. Make a game
plan and time line for yourself for potentially running for office. Life is long and
it may not be right away, but be thinking of it and how it could combine with the
other plans you have for your life (career, family etc.). Find mentors who you can
bounce ideas off of and keep you involved. These can be community members
or elected officials or just friends. There are plenty of things to be involved with
and lots of time to do so. I applaud your commitment as this young age and
encourage you to continue your efforts. Please reach out to me again if I can be
of any help and good luck!”

From a Tennessee male official to a female student “Well I dont consider
myself a politician. I consider myself as an elected official. Some generic advice
that I would give you is to be involved in your community. To know get to know
as many people as you can, treat them all the same, and never meet a stranger.
I wish you the best of luck in whatever you choose to do.”

From a Washington male official to a male student “Thanks for your
email. Many people dont realize that the office of X is a political office with
responsibilities set by statute and is the oldest law enforcement entity in history.
[. . . cut 10 words . . . ] It is great that you hope to be a politician someday so
you can prepare yourself by maintaining a good record and developing networks
of friends and employment contacts that will support you down the road. Ev-
erything you do from now on will either help or hurt you when you decide to
campaign. To answer your questions: [. . . cut 183 words about personal trajec-
tory . . . ] My suggestion for a successful future in politics is to get involved in the
community through service clubs, volunteer to be on special planning committees
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for the school districts, city or county government and most important lead by
example. Everything you do should pass the Front Page Test. How would what
you do or your decision look like to your family or friends on the front page of
the paper? Build a consistent trust from the community and when you run for
office it will pay dividends. Avoid negative campaigning and have thick skin for
those who choose to throw mud during a campaign. I suggest joining XX as a
fun way to learn to be more comfortable when giving speeches. Remember as an
elected person, you can be unelected if you lose the trust of the voters and do
not solve their problems. If I can answer any other questions, please ask.”

The following were rated as NOT meaningful responses:

From an Iowa female official to a female student “I apologize for not
getting back to you sooner. I think my advice would be to work hard and stay
positive. Hope this helps! Best regards,”

From a Mississippi male official to a male student “Pray, be honest and
sincere.”

From a Michigan male official to a female student “Get involved now.
Can we talk more after election.”

From a Virginia male official to a female student “I entered local politics
as a way to give back to the community that educated me and then supported me
when I opened my business. I felt that I had much to offer. I am an individual
that believes in cooperation and compromise to get real solutions to questions.
Good luck in your future.”
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Chapter 2

Correcting Bias in Perceptions of
Public Opinion Among American
Elected Officials

Recent survey research of state legislators and senior Congressional staff find
that these political elites systematically mis-estimate their constituents’ opin-
ions on salient public policies. These findings represent significant threats to
the quality of dyadic representation. In an attempt to overcome these problems,
we conducted a novel field experiment where we invited sitting state legislators
(n=2,346) to receive access to a dashboard of constituent opinion generated using
the 2016 Cooperative Congressional Election Study. First, we find that despite
extensive outreach efforts, only 11% accessed the information, with Democrats
and legislators representing wealthier districts the most likely. More troubling
for democratic norms, we find that access to constituent opinion had no effect on
legislators’ perceptions of constituency opinion or legislators’ own policy prefer-
ences. Our findings suggest that information alone will fail to improve the quality
of dyadic representation. We are currently replicating this experiment to assess
the robustness of these null findings.
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“Thats the big problem. Youre here to represent your people but you don’t
know what they want. The only way to really know is to take a referendum.”

A U.S. Congressman, as quoted in (Kingdon 1973, p. 32)

2.1 Introduction

The extent to which constituency public opinion determines the legislative behavior of elected
officials has motivated normative and empirical research on representation for decades (Miller
and D. E. Stokes 1963; Mansbridge 2003).1 By one account, legislators are fairly effective
stewards of the attitudes of their constituents. Liberal constituents elect liberal legislators,
and conservatives do the same (Ansolabehere, Snyder Jr, and Stewart III 2001; Canes-
Wrone, Brady, and Cogan 2002; Griffin 2006). When prompted, survey respondents express
attitudes in line with their representatives (Ansolabehere and Jones 2010). In the aggregate,
public opinion seems to drive the decisions of political office-holders (Page and Shapiro 1992).
And when legislators are provided with information about their constituents’ opinions, they
seem to adjust their voting behavior to match their constituents’ preferences (Butler and
Nickerson 2011).

(Broockman and Skovron 2018) take a broader perspective and reach a much different
conclusion. Relying on a national survey of elected officials, they find that legislators wildly
misperceive the preferences of their constituents (see also Hertel-Fernandez, Mildenberger,
and L. Stokes 2017). Conservative lawmakers are particularly prone to this dynamic, as they
dramatically overestimate the conservatism of those they represent. Nevertheless, (Broock-
man and Skovron 2018, p. 38) remain optimistic, arguing that representatives’ information
environments are “demonstrably malleable” and that “any biases in representation that may
result from misperceptions of public opinion could be feasible to correct” (Bendor and Bul-
lock 2008; Bergan 2009; Butler and Nickerson 2011; Bergan and Cole 2015; Coppock 2014).

In this paper, we report the results of an effort designed to test how “malleable” elected
officials’ information environments actually are, and whether it is possible to mitigate their
misperceptions. Relying on data from the 2016 Cooperative Congressional Election Study
(Ansolabehere and Schaffner 2017), we provided sitting state legislators (n=2,346) the op-
portunity to view granular information about the policy attitudes of their constituents.

1This paper is coauthored with Ethan Porter. We thank Peter Aronow, Avi Feller, Donald Green,
Steven Klein, Gabe Lenz, Winston Lin, Eric Schickler, Jasjeet Sekhon, and John Sides for helpful feedback.
Participants in UC Berkeleys Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program provided invaluable research
assistance in contacting state legislators. We also thank Frank Chi and Will Donahoe for website design. All
remaining errors are our own. This research was approved by the George Washington University Committee
for Protection of Human Subjects (IRB#071742). Full replication materials, pre-analysis plan, data, and
code will be made available upon publication.
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The vast majority of legislators failed to access the information we provided them, with
Democrats and legislators from wealthier districts the most likely. As we discuss in detail
below, our experiment was designed to achieve sufficient statistical power, despite anticipated
low levels of compliance. Yet even with ample statistical power, results from a post-treatment
survey make clear that those legislators who accessed the data were most likely unaffected by
it. That is, providing information to legislators about what their constituents believe has no
demonstrable impact on legislators’ perceptions of those beliefs, nor does it cause legislators
to bring their own attitudes in line with their constituents’. While everyday people can,
in certain circumstances, update their factual beliefs upon receiving new information that
challenges their priors (A. Gerber and D. Green 1999; Wood and Porter 2017), we did not
observe elected officials doing the same. We are currently conducting an exact replication of
this study to assess the robustness of these null findings.

2.2 Do Legislators Seek Information On Their

Constituents?

The literature on representation generally assumes that politicians are “single-minded seekers
of reelection” (Mayhew 1974). Even allowing for the possibility that voters are sometimes
uninformed and lack genuine policy preferences, election-minded representatives nevertheless
have an electoral incentive to learn the preferences of their constituents. Whether it is
because politicians attempt to match their policy stances to the preferences of a majority of
their constituents or they seek to shape their constituents’ preferences to better match their
own, a common feature of these approaches is the incentive that politicians have to know
their constituents’ positions.2

Nevertheless, a wave of recent empirical work has suggested that politicians and their staff
are unaware of their constituents’ policy preferences (Miler 2010; Broockman and Skovron
2018; Hertel-Fernandez, Mildenberger, and L. Stokes 2017). In one recent addition to this
literature, (Butler and Nickerson 2011) administered a field experiment around a special
legislative session in New Mexico in 2008, during which time they surveyed constituents
about how the constituents wished their representatives would vote on a one-time tax rebate
following a budget surplus from natural resource revenues. The researchers then commu-
nicated the results to legislators in treatment who, in turn, voted in ways that seemed to
more closely match their constituents’ attitudes, compared to legislators in control who re-
ceived no survey results. In one state, about one low-salience issue, legislators updated their
impressions about their constituents’ opinions.

In this paper, we build on this nascent literature in two key ways. First, we study whether
legislators from 32 states are responsive to constituency opinion on eight public policy issues,

2Our post-treatment survey finds legislators at least rhetorically indicating interest in such information.
Two-thirds of legislators surveyed said that with polling information, they would be more likely to follow
the preferences of their constituents than change the preferences of their constituents. They report a desire
to be responsive to public opinion; yet in the main, they do not follow up on this desire.
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all of which tend to be highly salient in American politics. Second, we measure not only
legislators’ personal policy preferences, but also their perceptions of constituent opinion.
This allows us to test whether providing information on constituents policy preferences can
improve legislators perceptions of constituent support and increase the congruence between
legislative behavior and constituent preferences.

2.3 Experimental Design

To measure whether providing constituent opinion to state legislators can correct biases in
perception of public support and increase the congruence between legislative behavior and
public opinion, we conducted a randomized field experiment.3 The experiment proceeded
in five steps. First, using data from the 2016 Cooperative Congressional Election Study
(Ansolabehere and Schaffner 2017) and multi-level regression and poststrafication (Gelman
and Little 1997; Park, Gelman, and Bafumi 2004; Lax and Phillips 2009a; Lax and Phillips
2009b; Warshaw and Rodden 2012; Hanretty, Lauderdale, and Vivyan 2016; Ahler and
Broockman 2017; Broockman and Skovron 2018), we estimated district-level public opinion
in 2,346 state house and senate districts on eight issues: immigration, mandatory minimum
sentencing, renewable fuel standards, background checks for gun purchases, minimum wage,
highway funding, abortion, and repealing the Affordable Care Act (full wording of the policy
areas is included in Table 2.1a).

First, we randomly assigned state legislators to receive access to the public opinion esti-
mates derived from the CCES on a randomly selected set of four of the eight issues. Next,
we randomly assigned legislators to receive either polling estimates specific to their district
or polling estimates only of the U.S. Census regions. The former acted as our treatment of
interest; the latter was meant to serve as a placebo. Because Census regions are large – four
Census regions cover the entire U.S. – we anticipated that providing the regional polling data
would be uninformative for a state legislator trying to understand her constituent’s opinions.

In delivering the public opinion data, we sought to maximize both the credibility and
usability of the data. We partnered with Chi/Donahoe, a digital creative consulting firm
that has significant experience in data visualizations and interactive experiences for political
clients, to create District Pulse, an online dashboard. After receiving an invitation from us,
state legislators could log onto District Pulse to access their public opinion polling data. To
ensure this dashboard was useful and understandable by state legislators, we pre-tested it
with several current and former legislators and staffers. The results of this informal pre-
testing are reported in the Online Appendix. To further establish the credibility of District
Pulse, we noted that the polling data came from a large National Science Foundation-funded
study and that this was not a partisan or interest group project. Notably, we received no
replies from state legislators or their staff questioning the credibility or legitimacy of District
Pulse.

3IRB approval was obtained before conducting the experiment. Full replication materials, pre-analysis
plan, data, and code are available at LINK.
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(a) Policy Areas

Policy Areas
1. Grant legal status to people who were brought to the US illegally as children, but who
have graduated from a U.S. high school.
2. Eliminate mandatory minimum sentences for non-violent drug offenders.
3. Require a minimum amount of renewable fuels (wind, solar, and hydroelectric) in the
generation of electricity even if electricity prices increase somewhat.
4. Background checks for all gun sales, including at gun shows and over the Internet.
5. Increase the federal minimum wage to $12 an hour by 2020.
6. Authorize $305 Billion to repair and expand highways, bridges, and transit over the next
5 years.
7. Make abortions illegal in all circumstances.
8. Repeal the Affordable Care Act of 2009 (also known as Obamacare)

(b) Outcome Measures

Outcome Coding Rules
Please indicate whether you agree or dis-
agree with the following policy positions:
Agree vs. Disagree binary response.

Coded as 1 if the legislator & 55%+ of the
district supports the proposal OR the leg-
islator & 55%+ of the district opposes the
proposal; 0 otherwise; excluded if district
opinion is within 45 − 55%.

Now imagine you had to vote on the follow-
ing policy proposals. How would you vote?
Vote Yes vs. Vote No binary response.

Coded as 1 if the legislator & 55%+ of the
district supports the proposal OR the leg-
islator & 55%+ of the district opposes the
proposal; 0 otherwise; excluded if district
opinion is within 45 − 55%.

Consider the people living in your legisla-
tive district. To the best of your knowledge,
what percentage of these people do you
think would agree with the following pol-
icy statements? The slider below goes from
0% (no one) to 100% (everyone). Please
give your best guess by clicking in the slider.
Slider response option.

Coded as the absolute value of the legisla-
tor’s response minus district support.

Note: All rules were pre-specified in the pre-analysis plan. District support was calculated
using the pre-treatment MRP estimates.

Table 2.1: Policies and Outcome Measures
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Figure 2.1: Sample District-Specific Polling Treatment
Note: An example treatment including district-specific polling information. Had this
legislator been randomly assigned to the placebo condition, the web page would have
looked identical except that the sentence reading “In your legislative district . . . ” would
have been removed, as would have the district-specific data.

Figure 2.1 shows what District Pulse looked like for a state legislator randomly assigned
to receive district-specific polling. Had this legislator been randomly assigned to the placebo
condition, wherein only regional polling results were available, the web page would have
looked identical except that the sentence reading “In your legislative district . . . ” would
have been removed, as would have the district-specific data.

We provided access to District Pulse by emailing custom URLs and passwords to state
legislators. In total, we sent three rounds of email invitations and made one set of phone
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call invitations to legislators, all under the auspices of District Pulse. Again, we sought to
ensure that these invitations conveyed the credibility and non-partisan nature of District
Pulse. We did so by again noting the large sample size, the National Science Foundation
support, and that the polling was being offered by a professor from a well-known university.
The District Pulse project was framed as giving back to elected officials. In the invitation
email, we wrote “I understand the difficulty in finding high-quality polling information on
what Americans think about various public policies. . . As an academic who studies public
opinion and relies on the taxpayer-funded National Science Foundation, I want to return the
favor by providing this information to elected officials across the country.” The full text of
the invitation emails and phone calls are included in the Online Appendix. In total, 11% of
state legislators accessed District Pulse at least once. We were able to track which legislators
accessed the polling data, when they did so, and how many times, by requiring them to log
into District Pulse.

Beginning two weeks after the final invitation to access District Pulse, an unaffiliated
academic invited the state legislators to complete a post-treatment survey. For each of the
eight policy proposals, we asked three distinct outcome measures: the legislator’s personal
policy positions, the legislator’s expected voting behavior if the policy were to come before
them, and their perception of constituent support (full wording of the outcome measures is
included in Table 2.1b).

Following the procedure for analyzing field experiments with survey outcomes outlined
in (Broockman, J. L. Kalla, and Sekhon 2017), we then analyzed the data by limiting the
post-treatment survey responses to the compliers – those legislators who logged in to access
District Pulse. 22% of compliers responded to the post-treatment survey. This response rate
exceeds the rates found in recent surveys of political elites (Broockman and Skovron 2018;
Broockman, Carnes, et al. 2017; D. L. Teele, J. Kalla, and Rosenbluth 2018). A full 85% of
responders described themselves as legislators, as opposed to legislative staff. As we note in
the Online Appendix, these responders are broadly representative of all compliers in terms
of baseline constituent opinion on the eight issues, Trump vote share, and median household
income. Furthermore, there is no evidence of differential attrition on who responded to these
surveys.

The outcomes were coded according to Table 2.1b, which followed from our pre-analysis
plan. We generated a “long” dataset where each row is a legislator-issue (meaning each
legislator who was a complier and responded to the post-treatment survey appears eight
times) and columns are the three outcome measures. We analyzed the data by regressing
the dependent variable on the treatment indicator using OLS and calculating cluster-robust
standard errors at the state legislator level. In accordance with our pre-ananlysis plan, our
primary model includes the pre-treatment covariates for whether the legislator is a Demo-
crat or Republican, for whether the legislator serves in the state’s upper or lower chamber,
Trump’s 2016 vote share in the legislator’s district, and state fixed effects.4

4Note that contrary to our pre-analysis plan, no baseline survey was conducted, so no baseline responses
are included as covariates. Results are the same with and without covariates (see SM Table 8-10.)
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We took several steps in designing the experiment to maximize our statistical power.
First, by randomly assigning each legislator to receive polling information on four of eight
issues but collecting outcome measures for all eight, we were able to conduct a within-
subjects analysis and increase the effective sample size (see (D. P. Green, Wilke, and Cooper
2017) for a similar experimental design). Second, by randomly assigning subjects to receive
either district-specific or placebo regional polling aggregates and tracking whether a legislator
accessed their polling information, we were able to create a placebo group to estimate the
treatment-on-treated (TOT) effect that is robust to our low compliance rate (Nickerson 2005;
Broockman, J. L. Kalla, and Sekhon 2017). With these design features and the observed
compliance and post-treatment survey response rates, our experiment had 80% power to
detect a 0.07 point reduction in misperception from .18 in control (a 40% reduction in bias).
An ongoing replication study will further increase the statistical power.

The Online Appendix includes many additional details on the MRP procedure, balance
checks, implementation, and robustness checks under alternative model specifications.

2.4 Results

We test the effect of providing district-specific polling information by first examining the like-
lihood that a state legislator accesses this information. As (Broockman and Skovron 2018)
note, Republican legislators drive much of the misperception of constituent public opin-
ion. Consistent with this, we find that 14% of Democratic legislators accessed the polling
information, while only 8% of Republican legislators did. Also consistent with wealthy con-
stituents being better represented in American politics (Gilens 2012), we find that legislators
from districts with higher median household incomes are more likely to access the polling
information.

Our primary question examines whether, conditional on accessing the polling information
and responding to the post-treatment survey, receiving district-specific polling corrects the
misperceptions and improves the congruence between legislative and constituent preferences
more than receiving the regional aggregates or no polling information. In short, the answer
is no. What (Broockman and Skovron 2018) call the most “malleable” outcome is a legis-
lator’s information environment. Despite this, we find that legislators receiving no polling
information had an average misperception score of 0.18 points (ranging from 0, perfectly
matching constituent preferences to 1), while legislators provided with the placebo regional
polling information and district-specific information had average misperception scores of 0.16
and 0.18, respectively. In sum, legislators remained roughly equivalently uninformed about
their constituents regardless of whether they were provided with specific information about
their constituents; whether they received information about the broad U.S. Census regions;
or whether they received no information at all.

As shown in the first column of Table 2.2, neither of these results are statistically sig-
nificant. Moreover, their substantive significance is ambiguous: taking the largest effect
implied by the 95% confidence interval – a reduction of 0.06 points – only reflects a 33%
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Constituent Perception Personal Policy Agreement Voting Behavior

District-Specific Treatment .175 (.016) .790 (.047) .814 (.043)
Regional Placebo .158 (.015) .831 (.038) .826 (.043)
No-Info Control .179 (.013) .792 (.021) .815 (.021)

Treatment Effect vs. Placebo p = .53 p = .51 p = .84
Treatment Effect vs. Control p = .87 p = .97 p = .97

Table 2.2: Experimental Results
Note: “District-Specific Treatment” refers to legislators who saw district-specific polling
information; “Regional Placebo” refers to those who saw the placebo; “No-Info Control” refers to
those who received no polling information on this issue. The first column reports legislators’
perceptions of their constituents preferences where larger numbers denote greater misperceptions;
the second reports the congruence between constituents’ preferences and legislators’ own
preferences where larger numbers denote greater congruence; the third reports the congruence
between constituents’ preferences and legislators’ own preferences where larger numbers denote
greater congruence. Results presented are the predicted margins from OLS regressions and include
cluster-robust standard errors at the state-legislator level in parentheses. All models include
pre-treatment covariates and state fixed effects that were specified in our pre-analysis plan.
Additional model details and robustness tests are included in the online supplementary materials.

overall reduction in the misperceptions around constituent support. This approximates the
upper bound of knowledge increases observed in studies when researchers offer subjects extra
money and time for correct answers (Prior and Lupia 2008). For elected officials, the reelec-
tion incentive should loom larger than any one-time monetary incentive researchers can offer
non-elite survey respondents. Yet this does not appear to be the case.

As we did not observe treatment effects on decreasing biases around constituent per-
ception, we did not expect to find any effects on the congruence between either legislators’
personal policy preferences and their expected voting behavior, and their constituents’ pref-
erences. And indeed, these expectations were borne out. These results are shown in the final
two columns of Table 2.2. Though it is interesting to note that the base rates of congruence
on both the personal policy agreement and voting behavior measures is high, around 80% in
the control group. One possibility may be that while legislators misperceive public opinion,
they nevertheless vote according to public opinion. We will continue to examine this pattern
in our replication study as we expand our sample size.

In the Online Appendix, we present additional robustness results, which consistently
fail to find evidence of either statistically or substantively significant effects as a result of
providing polling information to state legislators.5

5In the Online Appendix, we also present results by legislator party. While there are suggestive results
that Republicans may be responsive to providing them polling information, this analysis suffers from a
small sample size because Republican were less likely to access the polling information. Only 19 Republican
legislators both accessed the polling information and responded to our post-treatment survey.
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2.5 Discussion

Our results are sobering. While previous research has established that elected officials sys-
tematically misperceive what their constituents want (Broockman and Skovron 2018), the
evidence presented here portrays such officials as virtually immune to efforts to correct those
misperceptions. Simply put, legislators do not appear to update their attitudes to match
their constituents’ preferences on salient political issues as measured in survey responses,
even when the requisite information is quite literally at their fingertips. Non-elite survey re-
spondents have proven more accurate when offered a small monetary incentive for accuracy
(Bullock et al. 2015; Prior, Sood, Khanna, et al. 2015) and legislators have proven respon-
sive to the provision of constituent information on a low-salient budget measure (Butler and
Nickerson 2011). Here, the implicit incentive would seem to be much larger: Insofar as the
polling data we presented to legislators communicates information about their constituents’
attitudes on salient issues, accessing and updating in response to that information should
increase their chances of reelection. To assess the robustness of these findings and address
concerns with statistical power, we are currently conducting an exact replication of this
study.

Two potential explanations emerge for this result. First, legislators may discount aggre-
gate measures of their constituents’ attitudes, and instead focus exclusively on political elites
and policy-demanders whom they view as more central to their electoral prospects (Miler
2010; Gilens 2012). Knowing what all of your constituents believe on policy matters may be
less important than knowing what your most influential constituents believe. Second, given
levels of polarization in statehouses (Shor and McCarty 2012) and the “nationalization” of
U.S. politics (Hopkins 2018), legislators may think of themselves not as delegates for their
specific constituents, but as participants in national partisan debates. Knowing what your
constituents believe on policy matters may be less important than knowing the positions of
your national party – and sticking to them. These positions are hardly mutually exclusive.
Whatever the reason, a surprisingly small share of legislators appear interested in gathering
and then reflecting the views of their constituents.

With all this in mind, future research should investigate ways to spur legislators to
have more accurate impressions of what their constituents believe, and to update their own
impressions and attitudes accordingly. In prior studies, elites have responded to informa-
tional treatments when such treatments allude to their reelection chances (Nyhan and Reifler
2015b). The quality of representation may depend on reminding elected officials of the con-
tingent nature of their employment—“hitting them between the eyes,” a la (Kuklinski 2000),
with information about the incentives that scholars often assume are staring legislators right
in the face.
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2.6 Appendix

Experimental Design

Setting

Our field experiment was conducted from 10 October 2017 to 3 January 2018 among state
legislators in the United States.

Study Population

The starting universe for the experiment was all sitting United States state legislators in
either the upper or lower chamber. We then limited the experiment to legislators we could
identify as either Democrat or Republican (no independents were included), for whom we
had contact information (email address and phone number), and for whom we could get 2016
presidential voting results. Election data were compiled from the Daily Kos Elections’ 2016
presidential results for congressional and legislative districts.6

This led to a final universe of 2346 state legislators. The below table provides summary
statistics:

Variable Freq.

Upper Chamber 31.5%
Democrat 43.9%
Republican 56.1%
2016 Trump Percent 47.5%
Median Household Income (log $) 10.2
Constituent Support (MRP): DREAM Act 51.7%
Constituent Support (MRP): Mandatory Minimum 68.5%
Constituent Support (MRP): Renewable Fuels 61.3%
Constituent Support (MRP): Background Checks 85.9%
Constituent Support (MRP): Minimum Wage 64.8%
Constituent Support (MRP): Highway Funding 84.9%
Constituent Support (MRP): Abortion 17%
Constituent Support (MRP): ACA Repeal 57%

Treatments

Treatments varied in two ways. First, state legislators could receive polling on 4 out of 8
possible policy issues. The issues were:

6https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2017/2/6/1629653/-Daily-Kos-Elections-2016-

presidential-results-for-congressional-and-legislative-districts
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• Grant legal status to people who were brought to the US illegally as children, but who
have graduated from a U.S. high school.

• Eliminate mandatory minimum sentences for non-violent drug offenders.
• Require a minimum amount of renewable fuels (wind, solar, and hydroelectric) in the

generation of electricity even if electricity prices increase somewhat.
• Background checks for all sales, including at gun shows and over the Internet.
• Vote for Minimum wage: federal minimum wage to $12 an hour by 2020.
• Vote for Highway and Transportation Funding Act: Authorizes $305 Billion to repair

and expand highways, bridges, and transit over the next 5 years.
• Make abortions illegal in all circumstances.
• Vote for Repeal Affordable Care Act: Would repeal the Affordable Care Act of 2009

(also known as Obamacare).

Note that first six issues were framed on the liberal side and the final two were framed on
the conservative side. These issues were selected to include a wide range of policy issues across
a number of domains, with an emphasis for those on which state legislators might be expected
to hold opinions because they influence state public policy. We were also constrained by the
questions asked in the 2016 Cooperative Congressional Election Study (CCES).

In a below section, we discuss how we generated the district-specific polling from the 2016
CCES using a multilevel regression and poststratification (MRP) procedure similar to that
used by (Ahler and Broockman 2017) and (Broockman and Skovron 2018). We generated
the regional polling by taking the weighted average within Census region using the Common
Content weights supplied with the CCES.

Second, state legislators were provided either with a regional polling aggregate (a placebo
condition) or their district-specific polling.

The below images show what the treatments looked like.
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Home Screen

Login Screen (to identify compliers)
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Regional Polling
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District Specific Polling

Randomization Procedure

Our randomization procedure followed one similar to that used in (D. P. Green, Wilke, and
Cooper 2017). In conducting their experiment, they were interested in measuring the effect
of three distinct treatments on three distinct policies: reducing intimate partner violence,
reducing the stigma surrounding abortions, and reducing teacher absenteeism. By randomly
assigning villages to receive a subset of these treatments or a placebo and by collecting
outcome measures for all policies regardless of treatment assignment, (D. P. Green, Wilke,
and Cooper 2017) are able to use the treatment group for one policy domain as the control
group for the other and vice-versa. Doing so substantially increases the statistical power
of the experiment by allowing for both within-village comparisons across policies as well as
between-villages.

Our experiment benefited from a similar design. In our case, legislators were randomly as-
signed to receive polling information on 4 out of a possible 8 policy issues. Furthermore, half
of legislators were randomly assigned to receive district-specific polling information (treat-
ment) while half were randomly assigned to receive regional polling aggregates (placebo).

To conduct the randomization, the below procedure was followed:
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1. State legislators were organized into blocks based on their party (Democrat or Re-
publican, no independents were included) and the number of issues they were out of
sync on (0 or 1, 2-5, or 6-8). On each issue, a legislator was coded as out of sync
if the MRP estimates predicted that a majority of constituents supported the liberal
(conservative) position but the legislator was a Republican (Democrat). While this is
likely a noisy measure of dyadic representation, as (Higgins, Savje, and Sekhon 2016)
note, “even when the covariates contain no information about the outcomes, blocking
cannot increase the variance of the treatment effect estimator compared to when no
blocking is done”.

2. Within blocks, half of state legislators were randomly assigned to receive district-
specific polling and half were randomly assigned to receive regional aggregate polling.

3. Within blocks, state legislators were randomly assigned to receive polling on one of 70
combinations (8 choose 4 = 70) of issues. Of 8 possible issues, legislators were randomly
assigned to receive information on 4. Whether the information was district-specific or
regional aggregate polling depended on their random assignment from #2.

4. State legislators were invited via email and phone call to access District Pulse and their
polling information.

5. District Pulse logs which state legislators access the password-protected website, al-
lowing us to identify the compliers.

6. State legislators were invited via email and phone call to a post-treatment survey.
Note that the post-treatment survey was conducted by a researcher unaffiliated with
the treatment and District Pulse.

Balance Check

In the below tables, we check whether pre-treatment covariates are predictive of treatment.
The first table looks at all state legislators, the second table is subsetted to the compliers
(those who access the polling information), and the third table is subsetted to the compliers
who also responded to the post-treatment survey. In each table, the first column is whether
the state legislator was randomly assigned to receive district-specific or regional polling.
The remaining 8 columns are whether the legislator received polling on that particular issue,
regardless of the geography of the polling.

As the tables show, pre-treatment covariates are not consistently predictive of treatment
assignment, suggesting: (1) the randomization was properly implemented, (2) treatment did
not influence who accessed the polling information, and (3) treatment did not influence who
completed the post-treatment survey.

MRP Procedure

Our MRP procedure follows closely from that used by used by (Ahler and Broockman 2017)
and (Broockman and Skovron 2018) and we thank the authors for sharing their code.
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Table 2.4: Balance Check: All Legislators

Dependent variable:

District DREAM Man. Min. Renewables Gun Wage Transit Abortion ACA

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

# Out Sync .001 −.005 −.001 .004 .001 .008 −.003 .003 −.008
(.010) (.010) (.010) (.010) (.010) (.010) (.010) (.010) (.010)

Trump % −.062 −.121 .122 −.051 .009 .050 −.026 .115 −.098
(.083) (.083) (.083) (.083) (.083) (.083) (.083) (.083) (.083)

Democrat −.014 −.059 .037 .001 .010 .053 −.024 .057 −.075
(.059) (.059) (.059) (.059) (.059) (.059) (.059) (.059) (.059)

HH Income −.042 −.004 .017 −.076∗ .035 −.028 .054 .034 −.032
(.040) (.040) (.040) (.040) (.040) (.040) (.040) (.040) (.040)

Constant .961∗∗ .661 .261 1.284∗∗∗ .124 .703∗ −.019 .052 .935∗∗

(.424) (.423) (.424) (.424) (.424) (.424) (.424) (.424) (.424)

Observations 2,346 2,346 2,346 2,346 2,346 2,346 2,346 2,346 2,346
R2 .001 .001 .001 .002 .0004 .001 .001 .001 .001

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Estimation of our MRP model proceeded in two stages. First, a hierarchical logistic choice
model was estimated for each public opinion survey question studied. Our models include
predictors at three different levels. At the individual level, we include random effects for
the respondent’s education, gender, and race/ethnicity as well as interaction effects between
gender/race and education/race. At the state-house and -senate district level, we include
individual district random effects, fixed effects for the districts’ median household income,
and Trump’s share of the 2016 Presidential vote in the district. State random effects, centered
around regional random effects, were included in the individual model as well. This model
yields predictions for the share of individuals in any given state legislative district who
support the various outcome measures in all possible combinations of race, gender, and
education.

The final step in constructing district-level estimates is poststratification. We first use
data from the US Census’s American Community Survey 2015 5-Year file to calculate the
share of individuals in each state legislative district that fall into each ‘cell’ (e.g., what
share of individuals living in a particular state legislative district are white college-educated
women?).

We then merge these cell-level district proportion estimates from the Census with our
cell-level opinion estimates from the multilevel regression model to construct the district-level
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Table 2.5: Balance Check: Among Those Who Accessed Website

Dependent variable:

District DREAM Man. Min. Renewables Gun Wage Transit Abortion ACA

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

# Out Sync −.023 .022 .018 .029 −.062∗ −.017 −.033 .065∗∗ −.023
(.032) (.032) (.032) (.032) (.032) (.032) (.032) (.032) (.032)

Trump % .297 −.305 .397 −.377 .035 .014 .418∗ −.436∗ .253
(.254) (.253) (.251) (.249) (.252) (.254) (.252) (.252) (.254)

Democrat −.008 −.022 .249 .078 −.344∗ −.127 −.053 .200 .020
(.184) (.183) (.182) (.180) (.183) (.184) (.182) (.182) (.183)

HH Income .051 −.138 .213∗∗ −.148 −.027 −.060 .194∗∗ −.023 −.011
(.097) (.096) (.095) (.095) (.096) (.097) (.096) (.096) (.096)

Constant −.076 2.019∗∗ −2.025∗∗ 1.969∗ 1.172 1.243 −1.526 .611 .537
(1.020) (1.015) (1.008) (1.001) (1.014) (1.022) (1.011) (1.012) (1.018)

Observations 256 256 256 256 256 256 256 256 256
R2 .008 .014 .030 .019 .017 .005 .025 .025 .010

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

opinion estimates. This poststratification process is a straightforward aggregation process
by which estimates for each cell in each district are summed in proportion to the share of
the district that they represent.

The result of this poststratification process are estimates of district support for each issue
for each of the nation’s state legislative districts.

Outcome Measures

Our post-treatment survey asked three questions:

1. Please indicate whether you agree or disagree with the following policy positions: Agree
vs. Disagree binary response.

2. Now imagine you had to vote on the following policy proposals. How would you vote?
Vote Yes vs. Vote No binary response.

3. Consider the people living in your legislative district. To the best of your knowledge,
what percentage of these people do you think would agree with the following policy
statements? The slider below goes from 0% (no one) to 100% (everyone). Please give
your best guess by clicking in the slider. Slider response option.
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Table 2.6: Balance Check: Among Those Who Accessed Website and Took Post-Treatment
Survey

Dependent variable:

District DREAM Man. Min. Renewables Gun Wage Transit Abortion ACA

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

# Out Sync .040 .046 −.049 −.008 −.024 .046 .004 −.085 .069
(.080) (.081) (.077) (.077) (.081) (.081) (.081) (.077) (.075)

Trump % −.375 −.874 1.102∗ −1.004∗ −.132 .660 .447 −.014 −.185
(.615) (.618) (.586) (.590) (.617) (.618) (.618) (.591) (.573)

Democrat −.138 −.075 .100 −.554 −.239 .568 .210 −.766∗ .758∗

(.474) (.476) (.452) (.455) (.475) (.477) (.476) (.456) (.441)

HH Income −.101 −.181 −.141 −.199 .196 −.184 .257 .340∗ −.088
(.202) (.203) (.193) (.194) (.203) (.203) (.203) (.194) (.188)

Constant 1.707 2.700 1.409 3.231 −1.145 1.664 −2.400 −2.314 .856
(2.079) (2.089) (1.981) (1.994) (2.085) (2.090) (2.088) (1.998) (1.936)

Observations 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55
R2 .064 .051 .085 .106 .023 .055 .044 .131 .185

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

For each of the above questions, the following 8 statements were presented in a random
order:

• Grant legal status to people who were brought to the US illegally as children, but who
have graduated from a U.S. high school.

• Eliminate mandatory minimum sentences for non-violent drug offenders.
• Require a minimum amount of renewable fuels (wind, solar, and hydroelectric) in the

generation of electricity even if electricity prices increase somewhat.
• Background checks for all gun sales, including at gun shows and over the Internet.
• Increase the federal minimum wage to $12 an hour by 2020.
• Authorize $305 Billion to repair and expand highways, bridges, and transit over the

next 5 years.
• Make abortions illegal in all circumstances.
• Repeal the Affordable Care Act of 2009 (also known as Obamacare)

Survey Response Rates and Characteristics of Respondents

Our survey response rate was 21.5%. This is calculated by taking the number of compliers
and responders divided by the number of compliers. Following the design in (Broockman,
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J. L. Kalla, and Sekhon 2017), we only re-survey the compliers for the purpose of the
experiment. This survey response rate exceeds the rates found in recent surveys of political
elites (Broockman and Skovron 2018; Broockman, Carnes, et al. 2017; D. L. Teele, J. Kalla,
and Rosenbluth 2018).

The below table shows demographic characteristics of state legislators at the three stages
of the experiment. The first column is for all state legislators who were invited to access
polling data. The second column (compliers) are those state legislators who accessed the
polling data. The third column (compliers + responders) are those state legislators who
both accessed the polling data and responded to our post-treatment survey. It is among
this set of state legislators for whom we can estimate treatment effects. Notably, this subset
of state legislators is more Democratic than the overall universe of state legislators, as we
discuss elsewhere.

Variable Starting Universe Compliers Responders

Upper Chamber 31.5% 29.7% 36.4%
Democrat 43.9% 58.2% 65.5%
Republican 56.1% 41.8% 34.5%
2016 Trump Percent 47.5% 42% 41%
Median Household Income (log $) 10.2 10.3 10.2
DREAM Act (MRP) 51.7% 53.6% 55%
Mandatory Minimum (MRP) 68.5% 69.7% 70.9%
Renewable Fuels (MRP) 61.3% 64% 67.5%
Background Checks (MRP) 85.9% 86.7% 86.6%
Minimum Wage (MRP) 64.8% 66.5% 69%
Highway Funding (MRP) 84.9% 85.7% 85.4%
Abortion (MRP) 17% 15.7% 16.3%
ACA Repeal (MRP) 57% 54.3% 51.6%
N 2346 256 55

Implementation Procedures

Invitation to District Pulse The first two emails were sent using Yet Another Mail
for GMail and was sent from an official “REMOVED@districtpulse.us” email account.
Because of sending limits withing GMail, these emails were spread across multiple days.
The order of send was randomly assigned. The third email was sent using MailChimp from
an official “REMOVED@districtpulse.us” email account. The MailChimp sending limit
was sufficiently high to allow for all emails to send in one day.

Emails were sent on 10-12 October, 17-19 October, and 25 October. Phone calls were
conducted by undergraduate research assistants from 12 October - 1 November.

Below is the email:
Dear Assembly Member NAME, I am REMOVED and I am a Professor at RE-
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MOVED University. I recently emailed to invite you to access new detailed policy polling
on what Americans think about some of the most important issues facing our country.

I understand the difficulty in finding high-quality polling information on what Ameri-
cans think about various public policies. That’s why I’ve collected information from the
Cooperative Congressional Election Study — a 65,000 person survey funded by the National
Science Foundation — into easily digestible maps so that elected officials like yourself can
learn where the public stands on various policies.

Accessing this polling is totally free. As an academic who studies public opinion and
relies on the taxpayer-funded National Science Foundation, I want to return the favor by
providing this information to elected officials across the country.

To access polling information tailored specifically for you, please visit URL. Your pass-
word is PW.

If you have any trouble accessing your polling information or would like to learn more,
please do not hesitate to get in touch with me at EMAIL.

Sincerely,
REMOVED
Below is the phone script:
Hi, my name is RA NAME and I am a research assistant at District Pulse. District Pulse

uses data from the Cooperative Congressional Election Study to create a free dashboard for
high-quality polling on the issues and policies people care most about. We are providing
free access to state legislators and want to make sure you see this. Your office can log in by
going to URL and entering password PW. Do you want to try logging in right now? I can
help you if you have any issues. Thank you very much and have a great day!

Invitation to Post-Treatment Survey Note that the post-treatment survey was con-
ducted by a researcher unaffiliated with the treatment and District Pulse.

Emails were sent on 13 November, 16 November, 20 November, 28 November, 1 Decem-
ber, 7 December, and 18 December. Phone calls were conducted by undergraduate research
assistants from 28 November - 8 December.

Below is the email:
Dear Assembly Member NAME,
As an elected official in the United States, you have been selected to participate in the

2017 National Survey of American Politicians, a brief, five-minute survey that will help
scholars better understand how elected officials have achieved their positions in politics.
Hundreds of officials around the world have already answered these questions to help scholars
understand electoral success and legislative effectiveness. Please join them in answering this
short survey.

Please follow this link to the Survey: URL
All survey answers will be completely anonymous and confidential; neither your name or

any identifying information will be made available to anyone at any time.
Please follow the link to participate: URL
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Or copy and paste the URL below into your internet browser: URL
Thank you very much for taking your valuable time to help with this study! If you have

any questions about the survey, please do not hesitate to contact us at EMAIL.
Sincerely, REMOVED
Below is the phone script:
Hi, my name is RA NAME and I am a research assistant for Professor REMOVED at

REMOVED University. Your office has been selected to participate in the 2017 National
Survey of American Politicians. This is a brief online survey that LEGISLATOR NAME
or the legislative staff can complete. Is there a good email for me to send the survey? Great!
I’ll send you the survey right now. Thank you very much and have a great day!

Upon accessing the survey, respondents saw the following welcome page:
2017 National Survey of American Politicians
The National Survey of American Politicians is an independent, confidential research

study of the experiences and views of of the remarkable people who serve in public office in
the United States. The survey is conducted by researchers from leading universities around
the country. The current survey is administered by Professor REMOVED of REMOVED
University. It should take less than ten minutes to complete.

The survey is voluntary and completely anonymous. Your name will not be made avail-
able to anyone. If you have any questions regarding this research, you can email Professor
REMOVED at REMOVED.edu.

District Pulse Validation

District Pulse was designed by Chi/Donahoe, a digital creative consultant firm specializing
in data visualizations and interactive experiences for political clients, such as the AFL-CIO,
the Center for American Progress, and the Elizabeth Warren for Senate campaign.

Before launching District Pulse, we pre-tested its content by sending the introductory
email along with a URL and password to two former legislative assistants and one sitting
state legislator (who was excluded from the experiment). We simply asked them “What do
you think?” in brief interviews conducted over Facebook Messenger.

A former Legislative Aide for Colorado House Democrats and the Oklahoma Senate
replied: “I would have logged in, vetted it, then seeing all signs good - passed it along to
the rep. This was always a resource being requested in office. And some lobbyists carried
binders of confidential polling info. The information on the website is all written clearly.”

A former Staff Assistant in the US Congress replied: “i think it’s good. there is a little
bit of a disconnect for me between the text talking about the polling in an individual district
and then the map below being divided by regions. but that isn’t a huge deal.” When asked
to say more about the disconnect, the staffer replied “so as a staffer, i cared about polling
in the district and polling in the state. i don’t recall looking at regional data very often.
i think it might make it easier for people to ignore that info.” The staffer confirmed that
they understood the district-specific polling information and would have ignored the regional
polling.
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A sitting state legislator replied: “This strikes me as an exciting email to receive! I don’t
have any constructive feedback. It reads really well.”

In addition, we collected any replies received from legislators or their staff after they were
invited to access District Pulse. We only received 16 replies. The replies consistently express
gratitude for this type of polling information. Replies from legislators in the district specific
polling condition suggest that the MRP estimates are generally consistent with that the
legislators expect based on their own polling. The replies are listed below, slightly modified
to maintain anonymity:

• Thanks for sending along that link! It’s interesting to see what our constituency thinks
about these issues.

• Thank you - this is very interesting! What was the date of the survey and how were
the questions worded? I ask because the health care answer stands out to me (your
national numbers not just my district). Recent polls show that less than a quarter
of people think the ACA should be repealed, but your numbers show around 50%
nationally, and around 40% for my district. I am just trying to figure out why the
drastic difference. The timing and wording might explain it.

• Thank you for sharing
• Thanks for sharing this information. Could you say a bit more about the distribution

of the 65,000 N across state legislative districts or at least across states? Using 5411
lower chamber legislative districts (per NCSL) a perfectly even distribution (which I’m
sure is not the case) is about 12, which I know can’t be right. So I’m sure there is some
other methodology used to render the district-level data. Is the survey designed with a
state-level valid N which is then extrapolated to the district level based on the extent
to which demographic sub-samples at the district level vary from the demographic
sub-samples at the state level?

• Thanks. I will try to Access information through the link.
• I got the invitation to check out polling information by District Pulse, and did so -

I was particularly interested in the statistic on % support for renewable energy even
if prices increase. I was wondering, do you have a way I could access that percent
district-by-district for the other districts in MA besides my own?

• Thank you so much for offering me the opportunity to learn more about my district as
it pertains to important issues facing our constituents in the ##th Legislative District.
I look forward to reviewing the policy polling.

• Thank you for giving me access to this data set. There are clear parallels between the
findings of the CCES and what I know of the sentiments of the people in my district.
Some of the values seem a little high but on target. This will be a good tool to help
me frame my survey questions and interactions with my constituents going forward.

• Assemblywoman XX asked me to find out whether you have access to polling data that
would be specific to her district rather than regional data. Are we not understanding
how to use the website or is the data regional? Thank you for your help. NOTE: In
the regional condition.
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• Thank you for the information. I reviewed it and have found it incorrect. I have done
in-depth polling in my district of most likely voters. . . my data is very diffferent on
every issue than yours. Thank you. NOTE: In the regional condition.

• Thank you for sharing the polling information you have been working on nationwide,
it is very much appreciated. It is helpful to have an understanding of what folks would
like to see done, how needs may have changed, perceptions of how things in general
are going and if there are potential gaps in resources or services that are important to
them. Thank you again. Have a great day and a good week!

• Thank you for sending Representative XXX a link to polling information from con-
stituents across District ##. She is currently away on maternity leave but wanted me
to reach out and express our gratitude for this valuable data.

• Thank for making this available.
• Thanks for this info. I’ll try to look into it soon.
• Thank you for this information.
• wanted to check with you to see if we could get info. on the below just for Represen-

tative XX’s district. NOTE: In the regional condition.

Who Accessed District Pulse?

Overall, 256 state legislators out of 2346 or 11% accessed District Pulse at least once. We
were able to track access by logging when a password was entered.

In this section, we report which variables predict access. The below table regresses a
binary variable for whether or not the polling data was accessed on a series of predictors.
The predictors are whether the legislator is a Democrat, Trump’s 2016 presidential vote
share in the district, whether the legislator sits in the upper chamber, the log of the media
household income in the district, an indicator for whether an RA called the legislative office
to inform them of District Pulse (in addition to just the emails; note that the order in which
legislators was called was randomly assigned), and state fixed effects.

Across the various model specifications, two types of variables are consistently significant
predictors. First is the politics of the district. Being a Democrat and Trump’s 2016 presi-
dential performance are both significant predictors of accessing the website. Second are the
economics of the district. Legislators from districts with higher median household incomes
are also more likely to have accessed the website. These findings are also reflected in the
table included in “Characteristics of Respondents”, the complier column.

Experimental Results

In analyzing the experiment, we first limit our data to the compliers (those who accessed
the polling data) who responded to the post-treatment survey. This results in 55 subjects.
We then transformed this dataset into a “long” dataset where each row is a distinct policy.
Since there are 8 possible policy areas, this dataset has 55 * 8 = 440. Each row then has
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Table 2.8: Predictors of Accessing District Pulse

Accessed Polling Data

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Democrat .07∗∗∗ .04∗∗∗ .06∗∗∗ .03 .06∗∗∗ .03∗

(.01) (.01) (.02) (.02) (.02) (.02)

Trump % −.15∗∗∗ −.10∗∗∗ −.05 −.04 −.04 −.03
(.03) (.04) (.05) (.05) (.05) (.05)

Upper Chamber −.01 −.01 −.01 −.01 −.01 −.01 −.01 −.01
(.01) (.01) (.01) (.01) (.01) (.01) (.01) (.01)

HH Income .09∗∗∗ .06∗∗ .07∗∗∗ .05∗ .09∗∗∗ .06∗∗ .09∗∗∗ .06∗∗

(.02) (.03) (.02) (.03) (.02) (.03) (.02) (.03)

Called by RA .01 .02 .02 .02
(.01) (.01) (.01) (.01)

Constant −.87∗∗∗ −.56∗∗ −.56∗∗ −.38 −.79∗∗∗ −.53∗ .10∗∗∗ .07 −.81∗∗∗ −.53∗

(.25) (.29) (.25) (.28) (.26) (.29) (.01) (.06) (.26) (.29)

State FE No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes
Observations 2,346 2,346 2,346 2,346 2,346 2,346 2,346 2,346 2,346 2,346
R2 .02 .07 .01 .07 .02 .07 .0004 .06 .02 .07

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

three columns for the different dependent variables: personal policy agreement, expected
voting behavior, and perception of constituent support.

According to our pre-analysis plan, the following rules were used in defining the outcome
measures:

• Personal Policy Agreement: We will create an outcome of policy agreement defined
as 1 for agreement and 0 for disagreement. For each issue-legislator combination, we
will exclude those where support/opposition is within five percentage points of 50%
(i.e., for issues where district opinion is between 45-55%) or who did not answer this
question.

• Expected Voting Behavior: We will create an outcome of voting agreement defined
as 1 if a majority of respondents in the district SUPPORT the proposal and the legis-
lator votes YES. 1 if a majority of respondents in the district OPPOSE the proposal
and the legislator votes NO. 0 if a majority of respondents in the district SUPPORT
the proposal and the legislator votes NO. 0 if a majority of respondents in the district
OPPOSE the proposal and the legislator votes YES. Again, for each issue-legislator
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combination, we will exclude those where support/opposition is within five percentage
points of 50% (i.e., for issues where district opinion is between 45-55%) or who did not
answer this question.

• Perception of Constituent Support: We will create an outcome of accuracy defined
as the absolute value of the legislator’s response minus district support on the issue
calculated using MRP.

A final column of note in this long dataset is a treatment indicator. The treatment is
coded as 0 if the state legislator received no polling information on this issue; 1 if the state
legislator received regional aggregate polling on this issuel 2 if the state legislator received
district-specific polling on this issue.

We analyzed the data by regressing the dependent variable on the treatment indicator
using OLS and clustering the standard errors at the state legislator level. In some models, we
include the pre-treatment covariates indicators for whether the legislator is a Democrat or
Republican, indicator for upper vs lower chamber, 2016 Trump vote share in the district, and
state fixed effects. These were all specified in our pre-analysis plan. Note that no baseline
survey was conducted, so no baseline responses are included as covariates.

The below tables summarize the results.
First, we present mean values of each of the three outcomes across the three treatments.

This transparent analysis shows that the district-specific polling does not increase the like-
lihood that a state legislator will personally agree with the policy positions of a majority
of her constituents, does not increase the likelihood that a state legislator’s expected voting
behavior on a policy position will align with the policy positions of a majority of her con-
stituents, and does not increase the likelihood that a state legislator accurately perceives the
policy positions of her constituents.

Treatment Avg. Policy Agreement Avg. Voting Behavior Avg. Perception

Control 0.79 0.82 0.18
Regional 0.86 0.85 0.16
District 0.75 0.78 0.18

The next three tables look at the effects on policy agreement, voting behavior, and
constituent perception using OLS with cluster-robust standard errors at the state legislator
level. In each table, the first column regresses the outcome on just the treatment indicator.
In the second column, state fixed effects are added. In the third column, the pre-treatment
covariates specified in the pre-analysis plan are added without state fixed effects. In the
fourth column, the pre-treatment covariates specified in the pre-analysis plan are added
with state fixed effects.

This first table shows the non-effects of district-specific polling on policy agreement.
This second table shows the non-effects of district-specific polling on expected voting

behavior.
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Table 2.10: Experimental Results: Personal Policy Agreement

Personal Policy Agreement

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Treat Regional .07 .08 .03 .04
(.05) (.05) (.05) (.05)

Treat District −.05 −.05 .01 −.002
(.06) (.06) (.05) (.05)

Democrat .43∗∗∗ .42∗∗∗

(.12) (.13)

Upper Chamber .01 −.03
(.05) (.05)

Trump % −.06 −.20
(.24) (.23)

Constant .79∗∗∗ .52∗∗∗ .53∗∗∗ .62∗∗∗

(.04) (.03) (.17) (.14)

State FE No Yes No Yes
Observations 308 308 308 308
R2 .01 .22 .29 .35

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Cluster-robust standard errors

at the state legislator level.
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Table 2.11: Experimental Results: Expected Voting Behavior

Expected Voting Behavior

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Treat Regional .04 .04 .01 .01
(.06) (.06) (.06) (.05)

Treat District −.04 −.04 .001 −.002
(.07) (.05) (.05) (.05)

Democrat .36∗∗∗ .41∗∗∗

(.11) (.13)

Upper Chamber .003 −.03
(.05) (.04)

Trump % −.26 −.22
(.22) (.23)

Constant .82∗∗∗ .52∗∗∗ .66∗∗∗ .63∗∗∗

(.04) (.03) (.16) (.14)

State FE No Yes No Yes
Observations 291 291 291 291
R2 .005 .22 .29 .35

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Cluster-robust standard errors

at the state legislator level.
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This third table shows the non-effects of district-specific polling on perceptions of con-
stituent support.

Table 2.12: Experimental Results: Perception of Constituent Support

Perception of Constituent Support

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Treat Regional −.02 −.03 −.02 −.02
(.02) (.02) (.02) (.02)

Treat District −.002 .001 −.01 −.004
(.02) (.03) (.02) (.03)

Democrat .02 −.005
(.04) (.04)

Upper Chamber −.01 −.001
(.02) (.01)

Trump % .21∗ .25∗∗

(.12) (.11)

Constant .18∗∗∗ .18∗∗∗ .09 .03
(.02) (.01) (.06) (.07)

State FE No Yes No Yes
Observations 312 312 312 312
R2 .005 .11 .06 .15

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Cluster-robust standard errors

at the state legislator level.

Effects by Party

(Broockman and Skovron 2018) note in their discussion that one prediction from their ob-
servational findings is that field experiments in which legislators are provided information
about public opinion in their districts should have larger effects among Republicans than
among Democrats. In this section, we test this prediction.
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Republicans

Table 2.13: Experimental Results: Personal Policy Agreement (Republicans)

Personal Policy Agreement

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Treat Regional .31∗∗∗ .33∗∗∗ .30∗∗ .34∗∗∗

(.12) (.09) (.12) (.12)

Treat District .04 .07 .04 .07
(.10) (.12) (.10) (.11)

Upper Chamber −.01 −.11
(.13) (.89)

Trump % .01 4.88
(.55) (20.17)

Constant .43∗∗∗ .46∗∗∗ .43 −2.46
(.06) (.06) (.37) (12.09)

State FE No Yes No Yes
Observations 102 102 102 102
R2 .05 .18 .05 .18

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Cluster-robust standard errors

at the state legislator level.

Democrats

Robustness Check - No ACA

As a robustness check, we also analyzed the experiment excluding the Affordable Care Act
policy. Given that the experiment was conducted as repeal was being debated and public
opinion was actively being covered by the media, the ACA may be a unique policy that is
not broadly representative.
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Table 2.14: Experimental Results: Expected Voting Behavior (Republicans)

Expected Voting Behavior

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Treat Regional .24 .24 .25 .23
(.17) (.19) (.18) (.22)

Treat District .02 .06 .01 .08
(.12) (.14) (.12) (.14)

Upper Chamber −.05 .79
(.14) (1.10)

Trump % −.77 −7.33
(.48) (22.47)

Constant .44∗∗∗ .47∗∗∗ .93∗∗∗ 4.85
(.07) (.07) (.32) (13.43)

State FE No Yes No Yes
Observations 86 86 86 86
R2 .04 .18 .07 .21

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Cluster-robust standard errors

at the state legislator level.
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Table 2.15: Experimental Results: Perception of Constituent Support (Republicans)

Perception of Constituent Support

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Treat Regional −.07∗ −.07∗∗∗ −.07∗ −.07∗∗∗

(.04) (.02) (.04) (.02)

Treat District −.04 −.04 −.04 −.04
(.04) (.05) (.04) (.05)

Upper Chamber .001 .04
(.03) (.03)

Trump % .46∗ .38
(.25) (.87)

Constant .23∗∗∗ .20∗∗∗ −.05 −.03
(.04) (.03) (.13) (.50)

State FE No Yes No Yes
Observations 112 112 112 112
R2 .03 .24 .10 .24

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Cluster-robust standard errors

at the state legislator level.
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Table 2.16: Experimental Results: Personal Policy Agreement (Democrats)

Personal Policy Agreement

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Treat Regional −.07 −.05 −.07 −.05
(.04) (.04) (.04) (.04)

Treat District .003 −.03 .004 −.03
(.03) (.03) (.03) (.03)

Upper Chamber .03 .02
(.03) (.03)

Trump % −.11 .04
(.18) (.11)

Constant .97∗∗∗ 1.02∗∗∗ .99∗∗∗ 1.00∗∗∗

(.02) (.01) (.05) (.04)

State FE No Yes No Yes
Observations 206 206 206 206
R2 .02 .11 .03 .11

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Cluster-robust standard errors

at the state legislator level.
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Table 2.17: Experimental Results: Expected Voting Behavior (Democrats)

Expected Voting Behavior

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Treat Regional −.07 −.05 −.07 −.05
(.04) (.04) (.04) (.04)

Treat District .003 −.03 .004 −.03
(.03) (.03) (.03) (.03)

Upper Chamber .03 .02
(.03) (.03)

Trump % −.11 .04
(.18) (.11)

Constant .97∗∗∗ 1.02∗∗∗ .99∗∗∗ 1.00∗∗∗

(.02) (.01) (.05) (.04)

State FE No Yes No Yes
Observations 205 205 205 205
R2 .02 .11 .03 .11

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Cluster-robust standard errors

at the state legislator level.
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Table 2.18: Experimental Results: Perception of Constituent Support (Democrats)

Perception of Constituent Support

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Treat Regional .01 −.001 .01 −.003
(.02) (.02) (.02) (.02)

Treat District .01 .02 .01 .02
(.02) (.02) (.02) (.02)

Upper Chamber −.01 −.02
(.02) (.02)

Trump % .07 .12
(.08) (.10)

Constant .15∗∗∗ .13∗∗∗ .14∗∗∗ .11∗∗∗

(.01) (.01) (.03) (.03)

State FE No Yes No Yes
Observations 200 200 200 200
R2 .001 .06 .01 .07

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Cluster-robust standard errors

at the state legislator level.
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Table 2.19: Experimental Results: Personal Policy Agreement (No ACA)

Personal Policy Agreement

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Treat Regional .09 .10∗ .06 .07
(.06) (.06) (.05) (.05)

Treat District −.03 −.02 .05 .04
(.07) (.05) (.04) (.04)

Democrat .49∗∗∗ .47∗∗∗

(.12) (.15)

Upper Chamber .02 −.01
(.05) (.06)

Trump % −.10 −.30
(.25) (.22)

Constant .78∗∗∗ .51∗∗∗ .47∗∗∗ .66∗∗∗

(.05) (.03) (.17) (.13)

State FE No Yes No Yes
Observations 278 278 278 278
R2 .01 .27 .37 .43

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Cluster-robust standard errors

at the state legislator level.
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Table 2.20: Experimental Results: Expected Voting Behavior (No ACA)

Expected Voting Behavior

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Treat Regional .07 .08 .05 .06
(.06) (.06) (.06) (.06)

Treat District −.02 −.02 .04 .04
(.07) (.05) (.05) (.04)

Democrat .39∗∗∗ .45∗∗∗

(.11) (.15)

Upper Chamber .01 −.01
(.05) (.05)

Trump % −.34 −.32
(.24) (.23)

Constant .80∗∗∗ .51∗∗∗ .63∗∗∗ .67∗∗∗

(.05) (.02) (.16) (.14)

State FE No Yes No Yes
Observations 262 262 262 262
R2 .01 .26 .37 .42

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Cluster-robust standard errors

at the state legislator level.
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Table 2.21: Experimental Results: Perception of Constituent Support (No ACA)

Perception of Constituent Support

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Treat Regional −.03 −.03∗∗ −.02 −.03∗∗

(.02) (.02) (.02) (.02)

Treat District −.01 −.01 −.02 −.02
(.02) (.02) (.02) (.03)

Democrat .001 −.01
(.04) (.04)

Upper Chamber −.01 −.002
(.02) (.02)

Trump % .20∗ .33∗∗∗

(.12) (.11)

Constant .18∗∗∗ .21∗∗∗ .11∗ .02
(.02) (.01) (.06) (.07)

State FE No Yes No Yes
Observations 273 273 273 273
R2 .01 .10 .09 .18

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Cluster-robust standard errors

at the state legislator level.
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Additional Survey Results

How do you normally get information about your constituents’ policy preferences? Select all
that apply.

Outcome All Respondents Complier Respondents
Reading the newspaper and news websites 67.7% 71.8%
Social media 61.3% 61.5%
Town halls with constituents 75.8% 76.9%
Meetings with community leaders 84.7% 79.5%
Phone calls, emails and letters from constituents 97.6% 100%
Lobbyists or other non-elected political professionals 39.5% 41%
Polling 26.6% 28.2%
Other legislators 37.1% 35.9%
N 124 39

How do you usually get your polling? Select all that apply. (among those who selected
polling to the above question)

Outcome All Respondents Complier Respondents
I commission it through my campaign 39.4% 36.4%
I commission it through my legislative office 27.3% 18.2%
I rely on state party polling 60.6% 81.8%
I rely on national party polling 33.3% 36.4%
I rely on polling described in the media 39.4% 36.4%
N 33 11
If you had the opportunity, would you make use of polling about the policy preferences

of your constituents?

Outcome All Respondents Complier Respondents

Yes, if it were complimentary 59.3% 52.5%
Yes, even if I had to pay for it 15.4% 22.5%
No, no matter what 7.3% 5%
I’m not sure 17.9% 20%
N 123 40

If you had polling information about your constituents, what would you be more likely
to do with it in most situations? Please select the option that you think best reflects what
you would be more likely to do.
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Outcome All Respondents
Complier
Respondents

I would work to change the
preferences of my constituents.

32.1% 37.8%

I would work to better follow
the preferences of my
constituents.

67.9% 62.2%

N 112 37

Do you recall receiving polling information about your district from District Pulse, an
organization led by political scientists REMOVED?

Outcome All Respondents Complier Respondents

I remember 12.4% 34.2%
I don’t remember 69% 47.4%
I’m not sure 18.6% 18.4%
N 113 38
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Chapter 3

Pediatricians Role in America’s
Vaccination Problem: Street-Level
Bureaucrats and Interest Group
Members

Childhood vaccinations are one of the most cost-effective public health invest-
ments in the United States. Despite this, vaccination rates are declining, with
many American counties falling below the necessary threshold for herd immunity.
Why is this happening and how can these trends be reversed? While much of the
existing research focuses on parents’ vaccination decisions, this paper examines
the role of pediatricians. Through their membership association, the American
Academy of Pediatrics, pediatricians are influential actors in shaping state-level
immunization policies and as caregivers, pediatricians are also the street-level bu-
reaucrats charged with helping enforce those policies. Using an audit study and
an original survey of pediatricians, we find that the degree of support and mean-
ingful actions offered by pediatricians is likely overstated in the existing research
and that pediatricians may not be doing enough to promote vaccines. By study-
ing pediatricians as political actors, we see how their competing considerations
lead to sub-optimal societal outcomes.

Childhood vaccinations in the United States prevent an estimated 42,000 deaths and save
society nearly $70 billion per birth cohort (Zhou et al. 2014; Ozawa et al. 2016). Despite this,
an increasing number of parents are choosing to break with the established immunization
schedules promoted by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention by delaying or refusing
vaccines.1 The proportion of children with at least one vaccine refusal increased from 2.5

1See (Centers for Disease Control & Prevention 2013) for details on the established immunization sched-
ules.
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percent for children born in 2010 to 4.2 percent for children born in 2013.2 These refusals
have been linked to an increased risk for measles and pertussis among both those who
refuse vaccines and among fully vaccinated individuals (Phadke et al. 2016). The problem of
under-vaccination is widespread. One illustrative case is Seattle, where during the 2017-2018
school year, over one in ten kindergartners in Seattle Public Schools were not fully vaccinated
against measles or pertussis. During the first nine months of 2018, 137 cases of measles have
been confirmed in 24 states and the District of Colombia, a 117% increase from 2010.3

What is causing this growing trend of breaking with established medical recommenda-
tions on childhood vaccinations? And what can be done to reverse it? Previous research
has examined the correlations between vaccination hesitancy and other attitudes and demo-
graphics (Larson et al. 2014), while survey experimental research has studied whether public
service messages can effectively change parental and societal beliefs about the efficacy of
vaccination (Lewandowsky et al. 2012; Nyhan, Reifler, et al. 2014; Nyhan and Reifler 2015a;
Horne et al. 2015; Reavis et al. 2017; Pluviano, Watt, and Della Sala 2017). These studies
all focus on the attitudes of the mass public and parents. This focus on parental and mass
opinion may be painting an incomplete picture of why vaccination rates are declining.

In this study, we take a different approach from the existing research by focusing on the
role of pediatricians as political actors. Pediatricians have a dual role in explaining vacci-
nation rates. First, individual pediatricians serve as the “street-level bureaucrats” charged
with ensuring compliance with government immunization laws and recommendations. Pedi-
atricians are on the front lines ensuring whether or not patients are fully vaccinated. Second,
pediatricians, through their memberships organization, the American Academy of Pediatrics,
have a formal role in setting many state and federal vaccination policies. Yet despite the
potential for substantial influence that pediatricians hold over both vaccination policies and
parental decision-making, it remains an open question to what extent pediatricians are ac-
tually exercising these powers.

In this paper, we explore the incentives pediatricians face with regard to vaccinations
in America. While pediatricians overwhelmingly support vaccines, this support does not
necessarily translate into taking meaningfully action to support vaccines. First, using an
original survey of the political priorities of pediatricians, we find that pediatricians face
competing demands between prioritizing advocacy that benefit their material well-being
(such as raising Medicaid reimbursement rates) and advocacy that improves public health
(such as vaccination policies). While this survey shows that pediatricians do care about
vaccine policy, they do not care at meaningfully greater rates relative to other policies that
they may spend their limited advocacy resources on. Second, we conduct an audit study
to measure how pediatricians respond when faced with a clear trade-off between providing
a public good and their personal financial incentives to acquire new patients. We find that
pediatricians, when faced with the cost of engaging with a parent who does not wish to

2Report from the Blue Cross Blue Shield Association, https://www.bcbs.com/the-health-of-

america/reports/early-childhood-vaccination-trends-america
3Report from the CDC, https://www.cdc.gov/measles/cases-outbreaks.html.
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see their child vaccinated, are not following their endorsed best practices but are instead
acquiescing and allowing children to go under-vaccinated.

In the next section, we first review the existing literature attempting to explain the
growth of vaccine refusals in the United States and show the assumptions that are made
about pediatricians. We then present the role pediatricians play in vaccinating children,
both at the individual and interest group levels, and the incentives they face. We then test
our theories using an original survey of pediatricians and an audit study, before concluding.

3.1 Explaining Vaccine Rates and Refusals in the

United States

One of the primary mechanisms through which vaccines are successful in reducing the mor-
bidity of infectious diseases is through a high vaccination rate among the public in a com-
munity. While vaccines typically provide direct protection to the vaccinated, the indirect
protection provided by “herd immunity” is an essential feature to protect those unable to
be vaccinated or individuals for whom vaccines might prove to be less effective (Dube et al.
2013). For measles, vaccination rates of 96% to 99% in a community are estimated to be
required for herd immunity (Majumder et al. 2015). Despite this, in half of U.S. states in
2017, the measles vaccination rate for kindergarten students was under 94%, including 87%
in Colorado, 89% in Kansas, 91% in Washington, and 93% in Ohio (Seither et al. 2017).

Why are vaccination rates so low in many parts of the United States? Access to vaccines
are unlikely to be the cause. Children who are uninsured or Medicaid-eligible qualify for
the federal Vaccines for Children program, which offers vaccines at no cost, while under
the Affordable Care Act, private insurance companies are barred from charging co-pays or
deductibles for recommended vaccines; financial and access barriers do little to explain low
vaccination rates (Shen et al. 2014).

Instead, much of the existing literature focuses on parental attitudes and beliefs. Recent
research has found how parental lack of knowledge about the benefits and risks of vaccines,
belief in conspiratorial thinking, and overconfidence can predict vaccine hesitancy (Nyhan,
Reifler, et al. 2014; Hornsey, Harris, and Fielding 2018; Motta, Callaghan, and Sylvester
2018). Yet importantly, not all parents who are vaccine hesitant refuse to vaccinate: the 2009
National Immunization Survey found that nearly a third of parents who ultimately vaccinated
their children according to the federally recommended schedule believed that vaccines can
cause serious side effects and that children receive too many vaccines (P. J. Smith, Humiston,
et al. 2011). So while parental attitudes are an important factor in determining whether
children are vaccinated, attitudes alone do not explain the entire decision. For this reason,
in a recent review, (Salmon et al. 2015) argue that three prongs are necessary to ensure high
vaccination rates: parental confidence in vaccines, government regulation to ensure vaccine
safety, and pediatricians recommending and administering vaccines. In the remainder of this
paper, we focus on the dual role of pediatricians as members of the interest group that help
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set federal vaccine policies and as the street-level bureaucrats charged with implementing
them.

3.2 Pediatricians as Political Actors

Largely absent from the existing literature on vaccination is the role of pediatricians. While
previous research has shown how trust in pediatricians is correlated with higher vaccination
rates (Motta, Callaghan, and Sylvester 2018; P. J. Smith, Kennedy, et al. 2006), no existing
work considers the actions that pediatricians take – or could take – as individual health care
providers or as a collective lobbying group to increase vaccination rates. This is surprising
given the political history of vaccinations in the United States (Schwartz and Mahmoud
2014; J. C. Smith, Hinman, and Pickering 2014; Walton, Orenstein, and Pickering 2015).

Federal vaccination policy is set by the Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices
(ACIP), an external advisory committee that serves the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) and the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
(DHHS). Prior to the formation of ACIP in 1964, vaccine recommendations were set by
the American Academy of Pediatrics’ Committee on Infectious Diseases in a publication
known informally as the “Red Book.” While the Red Book provided recommendations to
individual pediatricians, prior to the establishment of ACIP, there was no formal body for
setting federal immunization policy.

With the development of several new vaccines in the early 1960s (monovalent oral po-
liovirus vaccine, 1961; trivalent oral poliovirus vaccine, 1963; and measles vaccine, 1963) and
the passage of the Vaccination Assistance Act of 1962, the need for a centralized federal
vaccination policy became evident. When the Surgeon General first constituted the ACIP
in 1964, pediatricians and the American Academy of Pediatrics were central to the process.
The AAP Committee on Infectious Diseases was one of three official liaison organizations to
ACIP, along with the American Medical Association and the Canadian National Advisory
Committee on Immunization. Furthermore, the ACIP’s first agenda included an item on
ACIP’s relationship with the AAP and ACIP has always worked to harmonize its recom-
mendations with those of the AAP; all changes to vaccination recommendations are approved
by both the AAP and ACIP before going into effect. Thus the AAP has an invaluable seat
at the table that sets federal vaccination policies. These policies include determining which
vaccines are recommended, which vaccines should be made freely available to low-income
children through the federal Vaccines for Children program, and which vaccines health in-
surers must cover under the Affordable Care Act. In addition to these formal policy levers,
the ACIP and AAP’s vaccination recommendations get promulgated to individual providers
(95% of providers state they follow these recommendations (Martin and Badalyan 2012)) and
serve as the basis for state-level vaccination requirements (a state’s receipt of federal funds
depend on its implementation and enforcement of school vaccination regulations (Kitch,
Evans, and Gopin 1999)). Thus in a formal policy-making sense, the AAP is one of the most
influential actors.
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In addition to their role in setting federal vaccination policies, pediatricians are also the
street-level bureaucrats charged with implementing these policies. According to (Lipsky
2010, p.3), street-level bureaucrats are “public service workers who interact directly with
citizens in the course of their jobs, and who have substantial discretion in the execution of
their work.” Street-level bureaucrats determine whether and how government policies are
enforced. While pediatricians are not public service workers in that they are directly em-
ployed by a government, they nevertheless work in a highly regulated industry where nearly
half of their payments tend to come from Medicaid or the Children’s Health Insurance Pro-
gram.4 Furthermore, the role of the pediatrician as a quasi-governmental agent is codified
into many state vaccination laws. For example, New York’s Public Health Law Section 2164
gives pediatricians the authority to provide a certificate of immunization and to determine
whether a particular immunization may be detrimental to a child’s health, exempting them
from a vaccine. Similar laws exist in nearly all states. Thus legally, pediatricians are autho-
rized to use their discretion to determine which children should be required to abide by state
vaccination laws. This paper investigates how pediatricians choose to use that discretion.

3.3 Expectations of Pediatricians

Both pediatricians individually and through their interest group, the American Academy of
Pediatrics, support vaccines. Yet, support alone is not enough to ensure that pediatricians
will exercise their social and political capital to promote immunization among both individ-
ual patients and as a society. As both individuals and as an interest group, pediatricians
face competing demands between taking actions that support the public good and taking
actions that support their material well-being. How pediatricians weigh these competing
considerations is an open empirical question.

First, as individuals, pediatricians face a collective action problem (May 2000; Bauch,
Galvani, and Earn 2003). Even if we assume that every pediatrician’s goal is for their com-
munity to reach herd immunity, a single pediatrician may still choose to not vaccinate a
particular child without harming herd immunity because herd immunity only typically re-
quires that 95% of the population be vaccinated, not 100%. As street-level bureaucrats,
pediatricians typically have the discretion to determine how they wish to deal with a vaccine
hesitant parent. From an individual pediatrician’s perspective in a world with high vacci-
nation rates, the externality of foregoing vaccinating one child is minimal. On the other
hand, pediatricians face a cost in addressing vaccine hesitant parents. Getting a vaccine
hesitant parent to vaccinate their children takes time. This time talking with a parent to
encourage vaccination is not billable and therefore is lost income to the pediatrician. And if
the pediatrician is too insistent in encouraging vaccines, the pediatrician risks losing a pay-
ing patient altogether. Thus an individual pediatrician faced with this decision may choose
rationally not to forcefully encourage vaccination in all cases where a child should otherwise
be vaccinated. 87% of pediatricians report facing at least one vaccine hesitant parent a

4https://www.aap.org/en-us/Documents/practicet_Profile_Pediatric_Visits.pdf
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year (Edwards et al. 2016), so as many pediatricians faced with similar incentives make the
same decision, society may end up with a sub-optimal outcome where herd immunity could
dissipate. In the sections that follow, we use an audit study of pediatricians to determine
how, in a naturalistic setting, pediatricians choose to respond to vaccine hesitant parents.

Second, as an interest group, the American Academy of Pediatrics, like any interest group,
has limited capacity and political capital and therefore is forced to prioritize which issues it
seeks to address. As a member-run organization, we might expect that the AAP will prioritize
issues that are of most importance to its members (Strolovitch 2006). So while the AAP
lists childhood immunizations as one of its legislative priorities, it also includes other public
health priorities (e.g., distracted driving, school physical education, and gun control) as well
as specific laws that affect the material well-being of their members (e.g., medical liability
reform and Medicaid payment increases). We might expect that the AAP will prioritize
lobbying for policies that directly benefit its members before advocating for broader public
health policies. To investigate this, we conduct an original survey of pediatricians to measure
their political priorities.

3.4 A Survey of Pediatricians as Interest Group

Members

To measure the political priorities of pediatricians as members of an interest group, we
conducted an original survey of pediatricians. We conducted the survey in the summer of
2018 following similar procedures as (Hersh and Goldenberg 2016). We first downloaded the
National Provider Identification (NPI) file of U.S. physicians and identified physicians with
a specialty in pediatrics.5 We then worked with Catalist, a political data firm that main-
tains a national list of both registered voters and unregistered but eligible Americans, to
match the name, gender, and work addresses provided in the NPI file to pediatricians’ home
addresses. Catalist was able to match 70% of pediatricians. From the matches, we then
randomly sampled 7,999 pediatricians and sent them a letter inviting them to participate in
an online survey titled the “National Survey of Pediatricians”, sponsored by the University
of California, Berkeley (following the procedures in (Broockman, J. L. Kalla, and Sekhon
2017)). Respondents were offered $5 as a gift card or donation in exchange for participating.
Only those respondents who confirmed they were pediatricians (active or retired) and pro-
vided preventative or well-child care were eligible for the survey. Overall, of the pediatricians
invited to participate in the survey, 597 responded and 418 were eligible.

Asking for political priorities is susceptible to social desirability bias, particularly when
asked in a close-ended response where issues are suggested to the respondent (Reja et al.
2003; Schuman, Ludwig, and Krosnick 1986). While a pediatrician’s top concern might be

5The NPI file is a listing of all physicians who are covered by the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act. Some physicians who do not use electronic systems and do not accept insurance may
not have an NPI number. Otherwise the NPI file is comprehensive.
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their salary and they might genuinely want the AAP to lobby for increased Medicaid reim-
bursement rates, they might not wish to explicitly say this out of a fear of appearing selfish.
To attempt to ameliorate these concerns, we therefore conducted a survey of pediatricians
where we asked them a simple, open-ended question without priming for any particular re-
sponse options. We asked, “Whether or not you are a Fellow [of the American Academy
of Pediatrics]6, what do you think are the most important political issues for the American
Academy of Pediatrics to work on?” Following this question, we then asked pediatricians
whether they support the AAP advocating for, whether they believe the AAP’s lobbying
increases the likelihood of passage, and whether they personally would be willing to attend
a meeting with an elected official to lobby for the policy of eliminating all non-medical ex-
emptions to school entry immunization requirements. We asked this set of three questions
also on policies that affect the material well-being of pediatricians: medical liability reform
and increasing Medicaid payment rates.

Pediatrician Survey Results

Our primary analysis is the degree to which pediatricians believe vaccines are a top political
priority for the AAP. To estimate this, we coded open-ended responses for whether they
mentioned a broad public health policy (vaccination, gun control, immigration reform7), a
policy that would affect the material well-being of pediatricians (increasing reimbursement
rates, regulation of the health care industry8, expanding access to pediatricians9) or for
whether the respondent believes the AAP should be non-political and should not take stances
on particular policies.

Overall, we found that a large percentage, 18% of AAP members and 16% of non-
members, mention vaccines as one of the most important political issues for the AAP to
address (see Table 3.1). Yet, pediatricians also frequently mentioned policies that affect
their material well-being: reimbursement rates, regulations, and expanding access to pedi-
atricians. Similar results are seen when we asked in close-ended questions the degree to
which pediatricians supported the AAP advocating for particular policies, would be willing
to attend lobbying meetings in support of those policies, and believed that the AAP, as
an interest group, could pass those policies (see Table 3.2). While pediatricians are more
supportive, more willing to lobby, and more likely to believe passage is possible for vac-
cines, sizable percentages of pediatricians feel the same about medical liability reform and

677% of respondents reported being Fellows of the AAP, meaning that they are board certified in pedi-
atrics and pay annual dues to the AAP

7The survey took place while immigration was a top issue covered by the media due to the Trump
administration’s family separation policy.

8Health care regulation covered diverse topics, such as limiting the roles of mid-level practitioners (nurse
practitioners and physician assistants), the use of electronic medical records, and the certification process.

9Expanding access to pediatricians included policies such as defending funding for the State Children’s
Health Insurance Program and Medicaid, working to lower insurance costs through the Affordable Care
Act, and promoting universal health-care. These policies would allow pediatricians to gain new patients,
increasing their annual salaries.
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Table 3.1: Pediatrician’s open-ended responses when asked the most important political
issues for the AAP to work on. Each cell is the percent mentioning that issue.

AAP Member Non-Member
Vaccines 18% 16%
Gun Control 12% 3%
Immigration Reform 25% 9%
Increase Reimbursement Rates 9% 7%
Health Care Regulation 8% 13%
Expand Access to Pediatricians 50% 38%
Non-Political 3% 3%
N 322 96

Table 3.2: Pediatricians’ close-ended responses when asked about a policy to eliminate all
non-medical immunization exemptions.

Vaccines Liability Reform Medicaid Payments
Strongly Support AAP Lobbying 67% 51% 61%
Very Willing to Attend Lobbying Meeting 32% 17% 20%
Very Likely Will Pass Given AAP Support 7% 5% 3%

Policies asked about where: (1) “Eliminate all non-medical exemptions to school entry
immunization requirements”; (2) “Support medical liability reform”; and (3) “Increase
Medicaid payment rates”.

increasing Medicaid payment rates. Furthermore, while two-thirds of pediatricians state
their strong support for political actions on vaccines when asked in the close-ended question,
less than one-in-five pediatricians offer vaccines when asked in the open-ended question. It is
possible that the close-ended questions over-state pediatric support for vaccines. Given that
the AAP is primarily a member-serving and member-supported interest group, as opposed
to a philanthropic-supported public-serving interest group, we might expect that the AAP
would prioritize policies that directly benefit their members and their members support over
policies that their members also support but that benefit the public at large.

3.5 An Audit Study of Pediatricians as Street-Level

Bureaucrats

To study how pediatricians respond in the real-world to the competing incentives of pro-
moting public health and promoting their material well-being, we conducted an audit study
where pediatricians’ offices were assigned to receive a call to participate in an academic sur-
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vey10 or to receive a call from a purported parent.11 Both types of calls asked about the
pediatricians’ vaccine policies. The only difference is that while the academic survey was
neutrally framed, the parent self-identified as someone who was vaccine hesitant and wanted
to know if the pediatrician would accommodate a delayed vaccination schedule.

The academic survey condition was expected to replicate existing work showing that
pediatricians support vaccines. Pediatric best practices, such as those put forward by the
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia’s PolicyLab recommend that pediatricians inform all
patients that their “office follows the CDC recommended vaccine schedule and every parent is
expected to have their children fully vaccinated on time” (Nabet et al. 2017). We expect that
academic surveys likely overstate pediatricians’ true compliance with these best practices
given concerns with social desirability bias. Pediatricians’ reactions to the purported parent
therefore provide a more naturalistic response to vaccine hesitancy and allow for a more
unobtrusive measure into the role of pediatricians in discouraging the use of delayed schedules
than self-reported survey outcomes.

The experiment in this study entailed calling 2,681 pediatricians from the 11 states that
record and publicly publish county-level vaccination data.12 Pediatricians were identified
using the National Provider Identifier (NPI) Registry, a public database maintained by
the U.S. Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services listing medical providers and their
specialties. In the academic survey condition, pediatricians’ offices were asked if they have a
policy on vaccines, what that policy is, and questions about how they interact with parents
who do not want to follow CDC vaccination recommendations. In the parent condition,
offices received a phone call from a purported parent moving to the area who is looking for
a pediatrician for their two-month old and who is vaccine hesitant. The parent would ask if
the office had a vaccine policy and if they would allow the child to follow a delayed vaccine
schedule. Full scripts are available in the Appendix. 606 offices in the parent condition and
250 offices in the academic survey condition provided responses. The study was conducted
in spring 2017.13

In both conditions, either pediatricians or their staff may have responded. We use the staff
responses as a proxy for a given pediatrician’s office policy on vaccines. This is consistent with

10The academic survey call was designed to replicate prior surveys of pediatricians (Kempe et al. 2015;
Hough-Telford et al. 2016). The results of our academic survey are broadly consistent with this existing
work.

11IRB approval was obtained before conducting the experiment. Full replication materials, data, and
code are available from the author.

12These 11 states are broadly representative of the U.S. According to CDC estimates of state-level vac-
cination rates, the average kindergarten MMR vaccination rate in these 11 states was 93.5% in 2016-2017
compared to 94.4% in the remaining 37 states, a statistically insignificant difference (p = 0.34). Note
that the CDC does not report data for Oklahoma and Wyoming. See https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/

imz-managers/coverage/schoolvaxview/data-reports/coverage-reports/2016-17.html for CDC es-
timates of state-level vaccination rates.

13The lower response rate in the academic survey condition was expected because many offices might
have an aversion to respond to a survey while offices are unlikely to refuse to talk to a prospective patient.
As shown in the supplementary materials, covariates are balanced among the offices that responded.
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Table 3.3: How pediatricians respond to a parent seeking a delayed schedule by experimental
condition.

Outcome
Parent
Audit

Academic Sur-
vey

% Require Full Vaccination on Time 17% 66%
% Parent Decides 23% 12%
% Explicitly Allow Delayed Schedule 46% 5%

N Pediatricians 606 240
For full question wording and distribution of responses, see the SI Appendix.

the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s best practices, which state that, “Nurses,
physician assistants, and other office staff play a key role in establishing and maintaining
a practice-wide commitment to communicating effectively about vaccines and maintaining
high vaccination rates” (Centers for Disease Control & Prevention 2012). Throughout, we
use pediatrician as shorthand for the overall pediatrician’s office. We did not record who in
the office responded.

Audit Study Results

While previous research has found that nearly all pediatricians encounter requests for a
delayed vaccination schedule (Kempe et al. 2015), this study is the first to document the
behavioral responses of pediatricians and their staff towards vaccine-hesitant parents and
how this differs from the self-reported surveys of pediatricians used in much of the existing
literature. Consistent with this research, we find that when pediatricians are asked directly
in an academic survey, 66% state that their vaccination policy is consistent with CDC rec-
ommendations.

However, when a pediatrician is approached by a purported new patient seeking a de-
layed vaccination schedule, which are contrary to CDC recommendations, 46% explicitly
agree while an additional 22% state that it is up to the parent to decide. Only 17% of
the time do pediatricians or their staff explicitly state that a delayed vaccination schedule
is not acceptable. Furthermore, despite 69% reporting in our academic survey that they
always attempt to educate parents seeking a delayed schedule regarding the importance of
immunization, only 11% inquired into why the purported patient was interested in a delayed
schedule. These results are summarized in Table 3.3.

While much of the existing literature takes for granted that pediatricians are working
on the front-lines to promote vaccines, the results of this audit study suggest otherwise. In
academic surveys, social desirability bias may make pediatricians more likely to say they
resist vaccine hesitant parents than they actually do. With this audit study, we can see that
the discretion afforded to pediatricians as street-level bureaucrats may not be promoting the
public interest.
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There are important limitations to this audit study. First, our survey did not ask who in
a pediatrician’s office responded to the survey. While the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention recommend that all office staff play an important role in a practices vaccination
efforts (Centers for Disease Control & Prevention 2012), future research may wish to consider
how the different incentives face by pediatricians, nurses, physician assistants, and other office
staff may lead them to respond to vaccine hesitant parents in different ways. Second, it is
possible that pediatricians’ are intentionally and strategically being less pro-vaccination in
the initial call with a potential patient’s parent in order to prevent “doctor-shopping” and
to create an opportunity for future parental persuasion. While plausible, we think this is
unlikely to entirely be the case. First, many pediatricians and their staff explicitly accepted
the delayed schedule. There was no modicum of push-back offered. Second, we would expect
more pediatricians to ask the purported parent why they were vaccine hesitant so that they
could have more information to use when attempting to persuade the parent later in person.
Third, as other research suggests, physicians tend not to take the time to educate patients
and instead comply with their patients’ requests, even if they are not considered to be best
practice (J. Kim and S. Kim 2009; Murray et al. 2003). Finally, other researchers have
found that the more a pediatrician perceives that parents have concerns with vaccines, the
less likely they are to intend to recommend vaccines (Kahn et al. 2005). Nevertheless, some
pediatricians likely do engage in this strategy of getting vaccine-hesitant parents in the office
in order to educate them. Future research should investigate how widespread this practice
is and whether it is an effective approach.

3.6 Discussion

This study provides survey evidence that pediatricians face competing incentives between
promoting the public good of vaccinations and their material well-being and behavioral
evidence, through the audit study, that pediatricians frequently choose their material well-
being over the public good. These results are concerning because previous work has shown
that when pediatricians follow-through and are willing to inform parents of the harmful
effects of refusing and delaying vaccines, pediatricians are able to promote positive public
health outcomes (Opel et al. 2013; Dorell, Yankey, and Strasser 2011). Yet, pediatricians’
incentives are not necessarily aligned with promoting those public health outcomes.

Pediatricians have the potential to exert substantial influence over public health out-
comes. As both individuals interacting with patients and an interest group interacting with
elected officials and bureaucrats, they are a highly trusted source (A. S. Gerber et al. 2014;
Motta, Callaghan, and Sylvester 2018; P. J. Smith, Kennedy, et al. 2006). Yet, these results
find that pediatricians do not always exercise that influence because doing so is often at odds
with their immediate incentives. These results suggest the need to critical examine incentives
and to not just take pediatriicans’ words at face value. While pediatricians support vaccines,
their behavior, when faced with costly trade-offs, is not always consistent with that.

Going forward, researchers should further investigate the decision-making processes of
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pediatricians and other healthcare professionals. Through a careful assessment of economic
and political incentives, it may be possible to redesign parts of the healthcare system so that
pediatricians’ incentives are more closely aligned with public health outcomes. For example,
increasing the financial incentives to pediatricians for providing vaccines has been shown in
some studies to increase vaccination rates (Armour et al. 2001). More generally, future re-
search should continue to explore the ways in which individual incentives are misaligned with
public health outcomes and continue to test interventions that can change those incentives.

3.7 Appendix

Audit Study

Implementation Details

To begin, this experiment was limited to states for which we could get county-level kinder-
garten vaccination rates. We were interested in exploring how vaccination rates might vary
within states. Much extant research makes use of the National Immunization Surveys. While
these surveys provide reliable estimates of state-level vaccination rates, no such data exists
at the sub-state level, with the exception of a handful of local areas.

To gather county-level vaccination rates, we focused on the states that post local (either
school with a corresponding county or county-level) vaccination rates online (https://www.
cdc.gov/vaccines/imz-managers/coverage/schoolvaxview/pubs-resources.html). We
then collected the percent of kindergarten students who had completed all the school-entry
vaccination requirements for their age and grade. We chose this vaccination measure because
it was the most similar across states and allowed for easy comparisons.

This produced a sample of 11 states and 668 counties covering over 33% of Americans.
Among pediatricians in these 11 states we conducted our audit study with the below proce-
dures:

1. Using the National Provider Identifier (NPI) Registry from January 2017, identify
pediatricians (those with a taxonomy code of 208000000X) living in the 11 states.

2. Using the business mailing address listed in the NPI Registry, form practices of pedi-
atricians who share an address.

3. Drop all practices containing more than 10 pediatricians.

4. Drop all pediatricians who did not list a phone number in the NPI Registry.

5. Drop all practices who were included in a small pilot project.

6. Randomly select one pediatrician from each practice for inclusion in the experiment.

7. Randomly assign pediatricians to receive either the parent script (50%) or the aca-
demic survey script (50%).
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8. Randomly assign the order in which pediatricians would be called and by which research
assistant.

9. Implement the experiment by calling pediatricians at the phone number listed on the
NPI Registry. Pediatricians were attempted up to 3 times. Calling took place from
February to April 2017.

10. Responses from pediatricians or their staff were recorded and analyzed.

Response Rate

Below, we report the types of responses received by experimental condition. 2,681 pediatri-
cians were attempted. As expected by random assignment, no large differences appear for
the percent of offices called that were bad phone numbers, hospitals, military bases, non-
pediatricians, or retired pediatricians by experimental condition. Offices were significantly
more likely to refuse to participate in the academic survey condition than in the parent con-
dition, which was to be expected. In the next section, we show that refusal to participate is
independent of pre-treatment covariates and that covariate balance exists between the two
conditions when limited to the pediatricians who partially or fully completed the survey.

Academic Survey Parent

Bad phone number 16.0 13.5
Completed 14.2 41.9
Hospital 6.8 5.9
Military base 0.5 0.3
Never reached human 25.1 22.0
Not a pediatrician 4.9 5.1
OTHER does not offer preventive child care 6.2 5.8
Partial complete 5.4 1.3
Refused to answer 19.4 2.7
Retired 1.5 1.5

Covariate Balance in Randomization

Below, we report covariate balance between the two treatments among the pediatricians who
responded to the survey (complete or partial complete). We do this by first presenting the
average value of each pre-treatment covariate by the two experimental conditions. The p-
value column reports the p-value from the difference-in-means between these average values.
In expectation, from random assignment, the covariates should be independent of treatment
assignment. In addition, we regress a treatment indicator on all of the covariates. This
allows us to use an F-test to test the hypothesis that all coefficients on the pre-treatment
covariates are zero. We find a p-value from this F-test of 0.477, suggesting balance between
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the experimental conditions on pre-treatment covariates.

Parent Academic P-value of Diff.

Clinton Vote Share, County 56 55 0.42
Total Population 1,903,935 1,797,986 0.63
% African American 0.1 0.094 0.39
% with Some College or More 0.41 0.41 0.64
Median Household Income 60,640 60,652 0.99
% Under 18 Population w/o Insurance 0.015 0.015 0.33
% Under 18 0.23 0.23 0.21
% Kindergarten Fully Immunized 0.92 0.9 0.04
# of Pediatricians in County 219 210 0.71
N 606 250 NA

Covariate Balance of Experiment. Each cell reports the average value of a different
covariate by treatment assignment.

Results Replication and Additional Details

When pediatricians are asked in an academic survey, 65.8% report requiring vaccinations
at the recommended time (for short, we refer to this as following CDC recommendations)
among those offices that provide preventive child care. On the other hand, when pediatri-
cians are asked in the parent condition, 45.4% report that, with the exception of medial
conditions, every child needs to be vaccinated. Note that despite the policies being equiva-
lent, pediatricians are far more likely to report following CDC recommendations when asked
as part of an academic survey than when asked by a purported parent. Using a t-test, we
can show that this difference of 20.5 percentage points is statistically significant (p < 0.001).

Furthermore, we can see that pediatricians’ reported policies are significantly more defer-
ential to parents’ decisions when a purported parent is calling than when part of an academic
survey. Using a t-test, we can show that this difference of 11 percentage points is statistically
significant (p < 0.001).

Below we report the full distribution of responses across the two experimental conditions.
Academic Survey Condition: What is your office’s vaccine policy?

• Require full vaccination: 65.8%
• Delayed schedule: 4.6%
• Parent gets to decide: 12.1%
• Other: 7.5%
• No reply: 10%
• Total N: 240

Parent Condition: Does your office have a policy requiring everyone to be vaccinated?
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• Yes (except for medical conditions): 45.4%
• Doctor recommends, but parent can decide: 23.1%
• Other: 5%
• No policy: 25.2%
• No reply: 1.3%
• Total N: 606

We can further break down these results by examining the next question that pedia-
tricians were asked in the parent condition: “If I wanted my children to be on a delayed
schedule, would that be ok?” If pediatricians were actively promoting CDC best practices
that every child be fully vaccinated at the proper time, they would say “no” and inquire into
why the parent wanted a delayed schedule. Instead, we found that only 17% of pediatricians
explicitly said no to the delayed schedule and 10.7% asked the follow-up question to ask why
the parent wanted the delayed schedule. This is in marked contrast to Q11 of the academic
survey condition, where 69.2% of pediatricians replied “always” when asked “If a parent
requests an alternative schedule or refuses permission for a vaccination, how frequently do
you attempt to educate the parents regarding the importance/safety of the immunization?”

Below we present the full distribution of responses to these questions:
Parent Condition: If I wanted my children to be on a delayed schedule, would that be

ok?

• Yes: 46%
• Soft/Implied Yes (e.g., we will work with you, you can decide): 22.1%
• No: 17%
• Not sure: 12.7%
• No reply: 2.1%
• Total N: 606

Parent Condition: Does the pediatrician ask why you don’t want your child vaccinated?

• Yes: 10.7%
• No: 88%
• No reply: 1.3%
• Total N: 606

Academic Survey Condition: If a parent requests an alternative schedule or refuses
permission for a vaccination, how frequently do you attempt to educate the parents regarding
the importance/safety of the immunization?

• Always: 69.2%
• Sometimes: 7.9%
• Never: 0.8%
• n/a (e.g., parents don’t request this): 1.2%
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• Refused/No reply: 20.8%
• Total N: 240

Scripts
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Figure 3.1: Parent Script
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Figure 3.2: Academic Survey Script
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